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it

1- the duty of tie Cnitei
States to demand, an I the government. of tin
! Tint' d states docs hereby demand, that the go\
ernment ot Spain at .. reiimiuisli its author
ity and government in the i-land of e'uba am
withdraw its land and naval t u
11 »m ( ubami <"uban waters.
Third That the I’re-ident of the
I’niti <
I
States lie, ai ! hereby i-, directed and empow
ere I to use i!c entire land ami
o
naval foe
the Tailed Stale- ami to call into the actual -er
vice of the Cnilcd States the militia of the sev
eral state-, to -uch extent a- may lie necessary
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Wednesday, April 20, at Methodist vestry—Sale ami supper of Junior Epworth

j

was

310

to

on

thin

<j 30.
mague. Supper from 5 30 t
Lecture eourseat Congregational cliur. ii
April 21, ‘‘What Government Means,”
l’rof.
f
tinRogers,
I'Miveraily of
Maine.
May 12. “The Lureate of an
Empire" ( Rudyard Kipling), l’rof. Emery,
of Hovvdoin.
The lectures will begin
promptly at S, and will be giv> u in
the church.
Toe admission to a single
lecture will be 20 cents; course rickets,
30 cents.
«

result

0, nmi in the Senate

l:
1

to 35.
Senators Hale

majority

in t he

EVENTS.

cents.

I'nitcd Mat*
hereby iliclaim-any disposition or intention t.i »xerei-i
or
edmrol
over salt
| sovereignty, jurisdiction
| inland, except 1'or the pacification tln-rcoi ; am
asserts its determination, when that is accom
I
; plished. to leave the government and control o
the Island to its people.”
—

maim:.
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if sufficient interest is manifested step *
will betaken for the organization of a;
alumni association.
Every graduate o f
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cunl

eivilization, culminating a- they have in tin
destruction of a Tailed States battle-hip, will
■Ji'.i! of its otlieers and erew, while in a friendly
i-it in the harbor >•! Ilavana, ami caning longci
be emtured. a- ha- been set forth by the I’rc-i
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To this delight ful spot, happily named
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paralytic stroke at 9 o’clock yesterday
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grounds put in shape.
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Harbor,
work is being done under the supervisioi 1
was on board t tie ill-fated “Maine”, has
of P. H. Stratton.
It has not yet laei 1
recovered from his injuries.
He is now
derided just w hat to do.
It it possible t
on board the battleship “Indiana”.
; make t his one of the most beautiful place *
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M sine Veterinary medical association at
its annual meeting last week.
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home Sat urday
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years ago he secured about 125
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land and the northern shore of
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Lynn, Mass. 11 is many Ellt
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W"ri:i friends were glad to see him.
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passed by Congress.
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Hospitality at Acadia Farm.
Among the business men of Ellsworth
who break the monotony of city life by
indulging in one phase or another of
farming is John A. Peters, jr., attorney,

at

to the

joint
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am I
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President to-day at 11.20 signed the
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The Woman's relief corps of Wm. II. 11,
R oe post served a dinner in Grand Army
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Reply--Spanish Minister
His
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the
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home from
Boston Saturday
Miss.Ii > visited New York during her trip.
About
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to

Cook

mind

on

veiling.

Paper,
Curtains,

L.

Union river

suddenly
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BEST

James

last week.

who died

Spain

has

on

R. Parker went to Bucksport Monday to at tend the funeral of his uncle, J.

Hardy,

POVAt BAKINO POWDER TO.,

Women’s missionary society of th<
Baptist church hns elected officers for th<
ensuing year as follows: Mrs. C. S. Me
I/»nrn, president; Mrs. Everett E. Tinker
Mrs.

Pure

MADE PUBLIC.

a.

vice-president;

POWDER

Absolutely

TO SPAIN--NOT YET

The

M., will work
evening. There will

HAS

ISSUED AN ULTIMATUM

m., and leaves on the return
at 1 32 p. m. instead of 9.22 a. m.

trip

STATES

UNITED

acres

into effect

time-table went

new

Georg- A. Martin, of the Pend let oi
house, Bluehill, was in town this week
! 1.
He
Tarratine at Hancock Poin
will
in June, and that th

above (.I
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THE

Spain Recedes.

secretary; Mrs. E. L. Curtis, treasurer.

M isse-

Only S 4.7 5.

llaii'l made throughout artd

monu

Monday. The onlj
change is in the mixed train or freight
The train arrives from Bangor at 10 10 in-

and A.

The total cut of lumber

nut the only
one, hut It is

OPEN and TOP

the soldiers’

are

sionary

S.

1-

CAKKIAUfcb.

pres

the Mt. Desert branch

third degree this
be the usual call to refreshments.

BABY CARRIAGE

=

will be

The President Signs
Joint Resolution.

management
True, agent, on a cash basis.

W.

I A.

Chapman

when Mr.

At last the guns at
ment

Rev. C. E. Parker, of the Maine missociety, will’ preach at the Congregational church Sunday morning.

Wall

wholesome and delicious.

ent. No word has yet been received fron
Mr. Chapman regarding another visi
to Ellsworth.

this afternoon in the vestry.
At 6 o’clock supper will be served.

r

Royal makes the food pure,

LIKE WAR!

4*Washington County June

stop on signal.
The festival chorus has been invited b
meet with the Bangor chorus next Frida;

church meets

Ellsworth, Maine.

Slti&fTttennenta.

IT LOOKS

passenger trains

Congregational

of the

the

THE

atii

was
was

tion” appears on t lie official time-table o
the Maine Central railroad. The freigh
traiu makes regular stops, and th

He expects to be back Fri-

Lygonia lodge, F.

; this_

he

and his condition

The station

Admr notice—Est Susanna BonsevInsolvency notice—Ests George O Anderson
et al.
Call A Con nick—Millinery.
A W Greely—Jeweler.
I> F Trlbou—Variety store.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
E J Walsh—Shoe store.
MorrLon, Joy A Co— Bicycles.
A W Cushumn A Son—Furniture.
Sullivan
Stockholders’ meeting of the Long Pond
Water Co.
PoKTLAMi
Eastman Bros. A Bancroft.

Phillips.
The sewing circle

WALSH’S,
Main Street,

Emery—Notice
assignee of his
appointment.
John 11 Redman—Sealed proposals
Exec notice—Est Lincoln Fla-fg Brigham.
Exec notice—Est Samuel N Emery.

Mrs. Albert J. Lord, of Hartford, Vt., is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. B.

*1.211
-*1.00

l-2 4o 2,
8 1-2 to 11.

WKKK.

day.

come

DONGOLA and KANGAROO CALF:
Misses’,

THIS

to-day

noon

erit
ical.
His son, Fred S. Smith, of Clardi
»er, arrived this morning.

of

for Boston.

praise.
SPUING 1IF.KI, LINK that will make
hack lor more just like them.

Charles H

At

unconscious,

mounted, and, manned by tin
foot-ball and base-ball experts of the higi
school, Ellsworth’s palatial hall of learnFur other local news see pages */, .7 and 8.
ing will he able to resist the attack of an
A pension Ims been granted to A. R.
invading force.
of
this
Devereux,
city.
H. C. Whitcomb, of Bangor, state agent
James A. McGown lifts moved his busi- of the Free
Baptist association, is in Ellsness to the Jordan block.
worth for a few days. He is arranging
(Jen. Henry L. Mitchell of Bangor, was for supplying some of the small churches
ill this quarterly meeting with students
in Ellsworth Friday attending court.
The \V. C. T. U. will meet Thursday at during the summer.
2 p. m., at the home of Mrs. L. J. Call.
The report that Campbell & True marBrimmer’s bridge will be closed a few ket has dissolved is not correct. It has.
days this week while undergoing repairs. however, gone out of the market business, but the BHme line will be carried on
James A. McGown left Tuesday night
under tiie
of William H.

SPRING=HEEL SHOES

A

AIIVKKTIKKMKNTS

'KW

morning.

was

Our spring line of lie.is and
Caps is now here ano reedy
for public inspection.
We
have a larger and n ore complete line than we hav ever

Response.Choi
Keeitation. Kernieo Kldridgi
Keeitation.Fred Mason, j
Keeitation.

before carried and

Albert Mien, Kov lla-keH, Virgil Smitl
Song.Eight girl
Keeitation
Mary Senile;
Keeitation....... .Walter Ma-oi

so

low

as

to

..

tition.

Keeitation.Marion Wood wart

We

singing.selioo

propriately observe the seventy-nint
Keeitation. Ethel l’.row
Keeitation,
anniversary of the order on Sunda
I.ila Allen, Iluth Haskell, Alice Dresse
evening at 7.30 in Odd Fellows’ hall. Rev
singing.selioo
Keeitation.Charles I>rr--e
Joseph R. Norwood, of Northeast Harhoi
.Mrs Wiggln’- elasinging.
Music will b 3 Closing
will address the meeting.
exercise.
furnhed by a male quartette. The meet
iug is public. Tuesday evening there wil
Many a man gets the idea that Fane
be a sociable under the auspices of Lejo
has her eye on him when -he is only gaz
lodge and Nokomi* Rebekah lodge.
ing over his head at some one else.
Melvin Ells—he of shipwreck am 1
Squildig—I don’t approve of calling th
Klondike fame—again figures in publi
Me
prevailing tension a war fever.
print, but this time in less romantic fori 1 Swilligen—What would you cUl it
Squildig- Rumortism.
(Continued on page '>.)
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ROODS
invite you
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and

and examii

and

extraordinary

values

offer.

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.

CHRISTIAN

<£l)e -farm

KNDKAVOR.

Topic For the Wools Brgtanitng April
Comment by Rev. .S. H. Doyle.
Topio.-Rabite.-Pw- Hi. 441; >xii,
Luke av, 16.

*4.

3U>btTtt*tmrnt*.

£jonu.

anU

ESTABLISHED 1887.

This column is Intended a« a vehicle for the
exchange of ideas, questions and answers, re
clpes, and leayes from the book of experience
of every housewife and farmer In Hancock
county. By it we hope lo bind the readers of
The American closer together in one big family. Contributions are Invited from the house
wives and farmers. Communications must be
Address Household De
brief and to the point.
partmentof The American, Ellsworth, Me.

14-25;

A habit is a constant method of action that is natural or that has been acquired by a frequent repetition of the
The influence of habit upon
same act.
haana life is inestimable. After we
-pas, beyond a certain stage >in -life our
almost every action
yea, even onr
very thoughts—is the result of habit.
Habit largely determines our actions in
tkia life and bus much to do with onr
How careful,
destinies in eternity.
therefore, we should be in the formation
of our habits! Gradually, unconsciously, thoughts, words, actions, by frequent repetition fasten themselves upon
us and bold us enslaved perhaps forever.
How important, therefore, that our
thoughts should be pure thoughts, our
words words of truth aDd soberness and
onr actions noble, rightpou* and just!
The topical references suggest a study
of several kinds of habits.
1. Habits of industry (Prov.vi, 6-11).
Here the habit of slothfulness is denounced. and the wise man holds the
industrious ant up to the sluggard as an
example that shonld inspire him to habThe ant, though not
its of industry.
driven by overseer or ruler, provides in
summer provision for the winter, and
thus shows her wisdom. It has been recently claimed that ants do not have
this habit of industry, but this has been
disproved by the discovery of a certain
kind of ant in Palestine that does lay
up its meat in summer. This same species of ant has also been fonnd in Texas.
What theaut does by instinct we shonld
do by habit. We shonld make it the
rule of life to be industrious. Idleness is
a curse.
Industry is a blessing. It is
unfortunate for a boy particularly to be
bora rich. Idleness nsnally results and
consequent habits that lead to ruination
and destruction. Whether rich or poor
we shonld form habits of industry. God
—

Viva TTnrlr

fnr

nil

fn

CHAMPION OF GOLD DUST.
Allow me to say one word in favor of
“gold dust” for washing. Evidently “S.
A

I have used “gold
J. Y.” does not like.
dust” and hard soap for nearly seven
years, and I never have any yellow streaks
in my clothes.
1 rinse them in two

waters, putting them through the wringer.
I like it very much in Uie water when I
wri&h dishes.
M.

Surry.

E. B. M.

_

CRAZY WORK

CAKE.

AND

Now the housewife begins to clear out
the closets and she
bethinks herself of
rugs and crazy patchwork to use up the
Here is a
accumulated odds and ends.

recipe

for

yellow dye that

is

useful for

either:
bichromate of potash, 1 oz. sugar
Dissolve the lead in hot water,
the bichromate in cold water in a wooden
to oz.
of lead.
vessel
answers

(porcelain or
as well), dip

enameled
first in the

ware

lead

water, then in the potash till the color
suits. For green dip in a blue dye.
It is
a fast color.
Cotton takes a' brighter
shade than wool.

For crazy work nothing is prettier than
the scraps and remnants of sheeting
which every housekeeper has left over,
dipped in this; dye and scattered
through the squares in small pieces. The
shade is bright canary yellow. It is quite
interesting to watch the chemical change
that takes place in dipping the goods
from the lead water, which is colorless, to
the other, which is only slightly tinged
till the cloth is cOpped, when pre*to!~it
tarns in an instant.
Here is a good recipe for plain, dark

Hn

cake:
2 eggs, V« cup sugar, good measure,
scant V2 CUP molasses, V* cup butter (or
butter and lard
% teaspoonful
salt if lard is
used, 2 tablespoonfuls
sour cream, 1 teaspoonful soda, 1 heaped
teaspoon cassia, 1 even teaspoon cloves, a
little nutmeg and lemon, 2K cups flour.

2. Habits of morality in word and in
•Ot (Prov. xii, 14-35). In this passage
many moral characteristics are contrasted and tbe consequent results as well.
Wickedness and rigbteousness, foolishness and wisdom, truthfulness and lying, diligence and slothfulness, are set
the one against tbe other and disastrous
results of that which is evil against tbe
beneficent results of that which is good,
tho results showing that we should cultivate the good aud avoid the evil.
of
3. Habits
church attendance
(Luke iv, 16). This reference is a page
out of the life of Christ. When He visited Nazareth, His home, we are told that
on
tho Sabbath day, ‘‘as His custom
He went to tbe synagogue. If it
was,
was Christ's habit to attend church,
how much more it shonld be ours, that

mixed)"

South Deer Isle.

Ego.

__-_

America by the Secretary
of the Fugitive King.
“In 1S17 Joseph Bonaparte’s secretary,
to

Maillard,

left

letters which

Philadelphia
represented

traveling agent for
house and visiting

armed
him

to

FIBROID TUMOR
Expelled by Lydia

be

a

was

All Men

Painters.
Weak, contemptible stuff is nine-tenths
of the sighing human beings indulge in at
having no chance or talent to create
something beautiful.
Every time one
I makes a child laugh ora neighbor rejoice
are

something

brow

a

beautiful.

friend, this

painter, sculptor,
Said

a

lady

to a

all in

light

To

is

to

be

poet,

one.

friend of/her

whom she had not met
“I

for

girlhood,

thirty

years:

glance in your sweet eyes and
smile that you have had a happy

see at a

ents in Holland and

j

|

ex-king’s riches
specie which he had
deposited in the vault of Stephen Girard’s
Philadelphian bank. Mysterious heavy
boxes, sealed w ith wax, were believed by
Girard’s clerks to contain the crown jewels
of Spain and Naples. One or two old men
the

and of the hoards of

iu recent

|
|

years, who were then among
those clerks, have told how Joseph would
sit in the bank talking with them affably
while waiting for the great hanker.”

The utility of life is not in its extent;
A man
; it is in the employment of it.
may live long and live little.—Montaigne.
and
ugliness disappear equally
Beauty

j;
j

Don’t

delphia concerning

under the wrinkles of age. One is lost in
them; the other hidden.—J. Petit-Senn.

telligence. love, humor, charity,

and

de-

voutness.

Magazine, Hook and Newspaper Notes.
Prof. Louis Boutan, of the Sarbonne,
has written for May Century an account
successful experiments in
Photography”. Prof. Boutan
was led to
undertake
his experiments
while studyingjnarine zoology with diving apparatus on the Mediterranean
coast. The article is accompanied by a
of

bis

recent

“Submarine

number of photographs taken
by the
author at various depths under the sea.
One of the photographs shown was taken
by artificial light. Prof. Boutan suggests
the use to which submarine photography
can be put in the examination of sunken
wrecks.

Worry.

"What does your anxiety do? It does
empty tomorrow, brother, of its sorrow; but, ah. it empties today of its
strength! It does not make you escape
the evil; it makes you nulit to cope
with it when it comes. It does not bless
tomorrow, and it robs today, for every
day has its own burden. God gives ns
power to bear all the sorrows of His
making, but He does not give the power
to bear tho sorrows of our own making,
which the anticipation of sorrow most
assuredly is.—Ian Maclaren.

fHrtiral.

not

A Woman’s
Heart.
The

wife of clergyman tells the story
with neuralgia of the heart, with the

ing
experience

Christian Culture.

And

to the answer to the
question of whether it is worth while
to strive after culture, and we conscientiously answer yes, believing that instead of leading us away from the
straight and narrow path the very essence of its highest things will draw us
nearer and more firmly into the singleness of purpose and ideal of life portrayed in the New Testament.—American Friend.
so

we

Helping Others.

If any little love of ours
Can make one life tho sweeter,
If any little care of ours
Can make one step the fleeter,
If any little help may ease
The burden of another,
God give us love and care and strength
To help along each other 1
It any watchful thought of ours
Can make some work the stronger,
If any cheery smile of ours
Can make its brightness longer,
Then let us speak that thought today
With tender eyes a-glowing.
So God may grant some weary one
Shall reap from our glad sowing!
-inonymona

suffering and danger

nervous

Druggista.

people

so

afflicted.

prostration.

rection.
The ideas of all were called for, and
some of those advanced were that parents

Blessings

on a

BY

of
hope

her

suffer-

that her

regain

A ml answer as man to man:
tmi loyally love and trust each
but f ret men can.

“I was a physical wreck, when my eye
fell on an item in the local paper describing
how Mrs. Evans, of West End, had been
cured by Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale
People. Her suffering was like mine.
“1 hope other sufferers who read this
account will have the faith 1 had when I
read of Mrs. Evans.
“
My husband bought me one box of the
pills. The change they made in my con
dition was encouraging. I took another
then bought six more boxes.
box;
“
All the time I gained in health, strength,

force—steadily, surely!

Before I finished the eighth box I ceased
the treatment. I felt perfectly well, and the
docfor said 1 was entirely cured."
To add weight to her story Mrs. Wair.sley made affidavit to its truth before Tohn
F. Russell, a Notary Public of Greertsburg.
Neuralgia of the heart is only one of
many serious evils that grow' out of derangements of the nervous system cr of the blood.
The remedy that expels impurities from
the blood and
supplies the necessary materials for rapidly rebuilding wasted nerve tissues reaches the root of many serious diseases.
It is these virtues that have given Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People their
W'onderful curative powers in diseases that
at first glance seem widely different.
This famous remedy is for sale by all
druggists for 50 cents a box; or six boxes
for $2.50.

Men
<

ill. E.
OF

«ii

WT

mas#, a I r

*

Boccaccio,

overthrow

by your pen.

These be Fame’s own beyond doubt;
And each name a splendid gem
Flashing from her diadem,
And not one may be left out,
So 1 doff my hat to them.

Long tills catalogue of the great,
In that word’s intensest sense;
And the alma mater whence
Came the builders of a state,
And a nation’s sure defense.
So I say, God bless the man
That invented rainy days,
Books and pipe and hearth ablaze;
And through life’s uncertain span,
Here’s a harp to sing ids praise.
A■ S. Condon.

sentinel
few moRobbie—I know

I

d

sf-el

be-

kiii \

THOMAS,

I.,

and

after),

ATTOIiXEY-AT-LAW.
OFFICE IN

Every

other

a

Little
it from.
Jane—Where,
Robbie—From bis nap-sack.

i’ETKKa' BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,
F.

MAINE.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AN I>

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions against the I’nlnd .'dates.
Business solicited.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

K

JOHN

Bl’NKKR, IK..

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OFFICES

A1

BAR HARBOR AND HI. I* EH ILL. ME.
Bar Harbor offices. 7 and ? Mi. Deserthlock.
Bluehlll office open Saturdays

H. GREKLY,

J)R.

«rmUu*ie or ihe
class of ’75
•^Office

I'liliaileljihla Iwntnl College,

Giles' Block, Ellsworth.

in

Wednesday

(March •_>, and afteri,
until further notice.
The

patient* of I»r. Thomas will l»e glad to
inow that he has arranged
professional visits to
Ellsworth every other Tuesday at the American
and
to llluehiil every other
dou*e,
Wednesday at
he Bluehiil House. There 1* no
physician in the

[Jnlted States better known than the doctor. Ills
Turesare so numerou-and often of such a ml•aculous nature tiiat many writers have claimed
hat many of his cures were miracles.
Dr.
rhomns' ability to tell a patient his diseases
vlthout asking a question is as well eetablDhed
is that Dr. Thomas lives.
These visits of the doctor will afford an
ex
•ellent opportunity for many to consult
this
smlnent specialist close to their homes.

Bl’RRILL,

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR
Notarv Public

ani,

LAW.

AT

Justice

or the

Office over llurrlll National
State Street,

Peacb.

Hank,

Ellsworth,

H. W.

£)R.

Bluehill Hluchlll Houw)

Me.

HAYNES,

DENTIST.
WSudolorfor the Painless Extras
tioa of Tooth.
.♦.OFFICE OVER E. J. WALSH'S STORE..*.

o. LITTLEFIELD,

M.

D.,

PHYSICIAN,
BLUEHILL,

MAINE.

ro work tor us selling
nursery stock. Steady
ob, pay weekly, experience not nee»ssnrv,exfree- A PI'l.v at once.
HOMEK N. < HAM. ty
('Q,, Auburn, Me.

w^ri,U#r^°.Ut,lt

PATENTS.

Drs. CALDWELL &
of the Ontario

Veterinary Surgeons
Cream
eter and

or

POLLARD,

Veterinary College.

Milk tested

and Dentists.

hy the Babcock Lactom

Gravimetric methods.
Office, School Street. Telephone, 3S-2.

Night Call, Answered.
A. L,

Telephone

DOUGLASS,

Connection.

M. D.

®llswohth

STEAM
AXI>

LAUNDRY

BATH
.aveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Pa
business Conducted for Moderate Fees.
“NO PAY, NO WASH
,S
EK,"
Ulatent Office. We
!i\» no
suit-agencies, nil business direct, hence
All kinds of laundry worK done
" ni
hurtlne8B ln ,e88 Bme and n\ tlce. Goods called
for and
\
CUar tlmu lhot,e remote
from Wash 1
H. h, KsTKY at to
West End Bridge,
Kl 1bworth. He.
(,ra.w,n*’ or photo, with
n.
We advise, if patentable or no» dcscrip
treenf

BOOMS.

ent

"PPV8ite

delivered

*t.?n

wwif,

Bent

Vree.^Adilreaa 1UU'

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

Jppoaltt Patent Offiee.
Wuehlnitton, D. C.

,

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

REMOVAL.
Wanted !,:r,L ssi'S'lS=™~~

wearied
stole

1JEXJ. B. WHITCOMB,

»f^*sional \i#*it

Every other Tuesday,
anil

Sec’y.
Bidg.

DE N T I S T.

ID worth,

(March 1,

MIMAV,

Professional Cartis.

BANGOR, ME.,

to

Now here swarms a crowd of seers.
And their names are listed thus
Solon Chase to Oedipus;
Reaching back four thousand years,
Zounds, the number is tremendous.

Robbie?

h>

W.

King, President

none

k Specialist of Ratal Medicine,

bigger when they tile;
Bigots, offspiing of the slave,
Cannot prowl beyond the grave,
So they grovel here and He,
Suits their cast to play the knave.

he stole

powder

particulars Inquire of

CARROI.L

Men grow

ments’ sleep.

face

Timms

off to you,
Robert Burns.

and

as

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.

First Nat’l Bank

hey cannot face public opinion.
Hubbell ('hapin.

hat comes

his gun

other

when you ran borrow on your
sIihre**. is 1 vp m llr-t mortgage*and
r* duct* It every month
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

IlK.NKV

StJUcrtisimnus.

Ye seem greater now titan when
In your day some little men,

where

will

«u*e t

Zdwin

NEW SERIES

open, Share*, $1 each; monthly
payment*, 91 per *hare.

now

A. IV.

—

ingle for a go,
Say, how is O’Shanler’s bride.
Sin Meggie Tam sic a ride,
Through Boon’s brig the warlocks know,
Leaving Meg’s tail scrimp the hide?

on

WHITCOMB, Vice-Prenident.

JOHN F.

For

'es. this is the voice on the bluff March gale.
We severed have i.et n too long,
bit now we have done with a worn-out tale
The tale of an ancient w rong:
uni our friendship shall last long as love doth
last, and he sirongt than dt at h is strong.
Alfn.l .Auntin.

the;.,

Bolt the door and tie the hell,
Bid the caller “Come again
After this downpour of rain,
But to-day I’ll cut a swell
With some peppery chaps of brain”!

by law exempt from

are

COOLIDOE, Prentdent.

.V. B.

peo-

quake.

But the mighty one of earth,
And the only creature that
Banks the haughty autocrat,
Is who magnifies Ids birth,

Jane (reading)—The

Deposit** In thlw bank

1873.

1,

taxation.

And his menace be void and vain:
•'or you are lords of a strong. \i>uug land,
and we are lords of the main.

as velvet be one’s hand,
And the crest Ids fathers wore
From medbeval fields of gore.
In a strange and alien land,
Knipty -headed—one’s a bore.

leaned

to a

bond and thrall to wake:
For wherever we come, we twain,
rhe throne of the tyrant shall rock ami

Though

Mny

lluNine**

Commenced

\ message to

No, indeed, my royal guild
Are not all of flesh and bone,
Some, the grainiest ever known,
Once an author’s fancies tilled,
Made his teeming brain their throne.

Ogden, Utah, March, 1898.

ELLSWORTH. ME.

WHY PAY RENT?

Vow ding them to t he brt e/e,
Shamrock, thistli ami rose:
Uid the star-spangled banner unfurl with
t hese
A message to friends and foes,
Vherevtr the sails of peace are seen, and
wherever the war wind blows.

(.;renter'll kings are on my shelves,
Some In bho k, ,-ome perked in brown,
Coaxing me to ask them down,
To become one of themselves,
Wear their toga of renown

to

Haacrt Canity Savinas Bank,

A

Vnswer, then, sons of the self-same race,
Ami blood o! tin self-same c m.
.et us speak with each oth» r. face to face,

Slapping Browning on the back.
Ami \N ill shake-ptare, with a thwack
"Little Breeches,” come this way,
Here, shake hands with Jerry Black!

ELLSWORTH, ME.

MAIN STREET,

in

AUSTIN.

\nd it says to them: "Kinsman, hail!
We severed have been too long.
Vow let us have done with a worn-out tale
The tale of an ancient wrong:
Vnd our friendship last long as love doth last,
And be stronger than death is strong."

Here I'm more than king by half,
other claimant Imt pretends
To the throne, nor comprehends
Why the listening embers laugh
At my sort of royal friends!

Petrarch,

Correspondence solicited.
ANDREW I*. Win WELL, Preaident,
8. K. Whiting, Vice Preaident,
Hrniiy W. Cushman, Caahiar.
DIRECTORS:
8. K. Whiting,
A. P. WmwELL,
E. H. Creely,
L. A. Emery.
a. W. King.
Eugene Hale,

Reprinted by request from The Xeu- Unity.I

book and ample wood;
Sec the smoke <• t incense curl
l'p anti up in dreanjv swtrl'
ll some better thing one need,
One must be a hopeless churl.

Dante and

ALFRED

SVhat is the voice I hear
On the winds of the western sea?
Sentinel, listen from out Cape Clear,
And say what the voice may be.
Tis a proud, free people calling loud
ple proud and free.

a

as

Every facility offered Customers*

A Poem.

Ha, behold my voiceful hearth,
And the sparks, fan ta-tie, float
1' p lhe chimney *s roaring throat'
No, I don't want all the earth,
Nor a \acht, nor log bank nob1.

Rueful, witty,

“The doctors treated me, but the relief

nerve

—

O vVXECa

rainy day.

I’m great

m.

CHARLES C. BCR RILL, Treaaurei
temperance instruction in the
schools also received some attention, and
Depofdta draw Intercut from the first day of
plans were made looking to the advance- .Marcn, .June, ScpteinlK*r and December.
ment of interest in this department of
HOARD OF DIRECTORS:
work. The superintendent of this depart- A. F. Burnham,
John F. Whitcomb,
X.
B.
F. t'AKKOLL III'KRILL,
C'OOLIlHiK,
ment thought educating children much
ClIAULEH C. BUHKILL.
cheaper than supporting paupers, and
Bank hours dally, from 9 a. m. to 12 m
though not all paupers are made so by intemperance, a large percentage is and a
Educate the
iirge percentage is ignorant.
present generation to help the next, is the
need.
Is what your money will earn If
Where are all the Unions in Hancock
Invested In shares of the
not
fill
this
column?
;ounty? Why
Eg°.

When the bluff wind sulks and roars,
And the cloud o’erturns and pours
Down the spinal chord of bliss.
If one ventures out of doors.

once

1 p.

m. to

Scientific

Now the

thev gave did not last.

hope,
“

by discountenancing anything contrary to
the rules. “Line upon line, precept upon
precept” must be the rule in all efforts to
make right supplant wrong.

Ah, thrice welcome days like this,

Now for

improper

any

in the home, as children have all
faith in their parents unless taught differently by something in the parents themselves.
Teachers can supplement the
home training. If no good moral trainIng is given at home, that of the school is
better than none, but it is up-hill work
for the teacher to work against home influence.
Raise the standard of morality

When the mountains comb the sky
Lowering sour, and leaning nigh
To the hilltops dark anti gray,
Where old paths of summer He.

Just

Banking hours from 9 a.
Saturday** from 9 to 1*2.

words

Harmless and reliable.

Giants fashioned

to

r

sn.ftoo.

SURPLUS.

Gray
sion, “Social Purity.” Miss Inez Small is
the superintendent of this department,
and In her capacity as a teacher she exercises a good deal of influence in this di-

guard against using

SftO.OOO.

CAPITAL STOCK.

The W. C. T. U. met with Miss Tina
on Wednesday.
Subject of discus-

should

ELLSHOKTH.

Or

SOUTH DEER IBLK.

Among My Books.

Envious, sought

Such was the experience of the wife of
a well-known clergyman.
She tells her
story for the sake of doing good to othc '.
“I feel," she said, speaking carefully and
weighing her words, that Dr. Williams'
Pink Pirn for Pale People relieved me of a
lifetime of sickness and sorrow, and I cheerfully recommend them."
This grateful woman is Mrs. Wamsley,
wife of the Rev. C. E. Wamsley, who lives
on West Sheridan Street, Greensburg, Ind.
She continued:
u
My heart became affected after the birth
of my youngest child, about six years ago.
The pain was constant. Frequently it
grew so severe I would be forced to cry out.
441 could not endure any excitement.
“It would increase the pain so I would
scream and fall down in a state of collapse.
In this condition I was helpless.
“These spells would come on me at
home, in the street, or anywhere I might be.
“I could not sleep at night. I ate very
little.
“
Different doctors were called in. They
said I had neuralgia of the heart, resulting

from

At all

And my

may indicate to others the way to

Few bodily afflictions are more terrible
than heart disease. To live in constant
dread and expectation of death, sudden,
instant death, with last farewells unspoken,
is for most people more awful to contemplate than the most severe lingering illness.
The slightest excitement brings great

Pt

..

Ah, there; best of all the crew
Is your own sel, Rabble Burns,
Flush of wit and tears, by turns.

health.

come

If any little word of ours
Can make one life the brighter,
If any little song of ours
May make one heart the lighter,
God help us speak that little word,
And take our bit of singing
And drop it in some lonely vale
To set the echoes ringing.

a

/>—

Portrait

up with cheer a face sunk in depression,
to call out a resolute, noble look on the
of

^Bv

lOHIfOfx

FIRST
NATIONAL RANK

editor.]

gone.”

Trained numl hare adopted Comfort Powder
because it quickly relieves all irritation and chafiag
of the skin. Tt makes baby so comfortable they eafl
it the perfect baby powder.” 25 and 50 oenu n box.

correspondSwitzerland,’’ writes married life; you have been nourished on
I
love and trust and beauty!”
William Perriue in Ladies' Home
Jour-^ Do what they will, all people are and
nal. “His real destination was the Swiss
we may worship God, pay our vows to | chateau
at
Prangins, from which the must be portrait-painters. The husband
the Most High, learn of Jesus and His king had tied two years before, and his is painting the enduring portrait of his
The
word and receive inspirations to per- real
secure
the treasure wife, and t he wife of her husband.
object to
form the duties of life.
which had been buried in the ground son or daughter is creating the faces of
fat her and mot her, making them bright
Bible Readings.—Ps. i, 1-6; lv, 17;
of the estate on the eve of his tlight.
cxix, 105-112; Prov. iii, 1-12; x, 4; Maillard found the buried packets, and wit h the look of pride and joy, or furrowxiii, 4; xx, 1-4; xxiv, 30-34; Isa. i, 16, j with them he would also have brought to ing them with the marks of humiliation
17; Dan. vi, 1-10; John xviii, 3‘J; Acts
Philadelphia Queen Julia if her physi- and misery.
Thus the man who wants to confront
Iii, 1; xiii, 14; I Cor. xi,’16.
cians had not compelled her to renounce
his own real judgment day needs only to
the project of joining her husband.
The Eclipse of Piety.
“The jewels, which were valued at one read its record in the expression his commillion dollars, were stuffed into a belt, ing calls out on the countenances of
The fact is that we are an ethical
those whose fate has largely been put
which Maillard wore on his person when
rather than a religious age.
We may
hope that tho eclipse of piety is but j returning across the Atlantic, and with into his own loving or selfish keeping.
temporary, and that it will shine out which lie was gladly received by his Blessed the men and women who can see
again upon a world that will bo glad to master in the Lansdowne house, near in the mind's eye a rich portrait gallery
see it returning.
Meantime tho love of
Philadelphia. It was about the time that of t hose into whose faces t hey have symtruth, which is the redeeming feature wild rumors began to circulate in Phila- pathetically painted rare touches of inof today; the hatred of shams, which is
felt by earnest and careless alike, aud
which is as near to religion as many
seem able to come, will purify our conceptions of God and piety and enable
us to start again in a worship that is in
spirit aud in truth. Already we can see,
among liberal Christians especially—
strange to say, among those who are
called “radical”—a tendency to establish some daily devotional exercise which
shall take the place of that which is so
rapidly fading away. The need of such
refreshment is evidently too great to
suffer the loss of it to be permanent.—
Christian Register.

C. T C. In Hancock county,
Of the
white rlhhoners generally, tocontrlbuie to this
column reports of meetings or Items that will he
of Interest to workers In other parts of the
county. We would like this to he a live column,
hut It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
IJ. women to make It so. It Is a column of their
making, not ours, ami will 1m*. what they make
it
Items ami communications should l>e short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the
W.

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound—Strong Statement from Mrs. B. A. Lombard.

pgain,

and that dull ache

serene

Girard's

unions
[The editor Invites secretaries of local
and

-—-—

with

Girard’s commercial

CONQUERED.

One of the greatest triumphs of Lydia E. Pinkhain's Vegetable Compound is
the conquering of woman's dread enemy, Kibrold Tumor.
The growth of these tumors Is so sly that frequently their presence Is not suspected until they are far
advanced.
So-called wandering
pains"may come from its
early stages, or the presence of danger may be
made manifest by excessive menstruation accompanied by unusual
pain extending from the
ovaries down the groin
and thighs.
If you have mysterious
pains, if there are indications of inflammation or
displacement, don't wait
for time to confirm your
fears and go through
the horrors of a hospital
operation; secure Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable Compound right away and
begin its use.
Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass., will give you her advice free of all charge If yon
will write her about yourself. Your letter will be seen by women only, and you
need have no hesitation about being perfectly frank.
Read what Mrs. B. A. Lombard. Box 71, Westdale, Mass., says:
“I have reason to think that I would not be here now if it had not been for Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It cured me of a fibroid tumor in my womb.
Doctors could do nothing forme, and they could not cure me at the hospital. I
will tell you about it. I had been in my usual health, but had worked quite
hard. When my monthly period came on I flowed very badly. The doctor gave
He said the flow must be stopped if possible,
me medicine, hut it did me no good.
and he must find the cause of my trouble. Upon examination h« found there
was a fibroid tumor in my womb, and gave me treatment without any benefit
whatever. About that time a lady called on me and recommended Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound; said she owed her life to it I said I would
I still
try it., and did. Soon after the flow became more natural and regular.
continued taking the Compound for some time. Then the doctor made an exand found everything all right. The tumor had passed away,
amination

be creates
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It AMBLING THOUGHTS.

SOMK

surging

Tabor.|

I»awe A
with

waves,

might

suffi-

cient to crush the leviathan ships, are
turned into harmless ripples by the sands;
they have to break before the force of the
little grains clinging close together.
The proud spirit of man, vaunting itself
to be something great, is brought to dust
by invisible creatures that permeate the
system and gradually weaken the forces
preparatory to the one great universal
hum bling.

marshaled hosts of the night skies, and
the dumb ache of the trial-perfected soul
both unite to give tone to His voice.
The voice of the nation is heard in the
majestic quiet, which, after much trial
from evil, speaks in acts that break down
resistance, or it may even be heard in the
silent suffering that seems to pass unnoticed, save for the attentive ear of the
One to whom the fall of a sparrow is
the
known.
Hut, sooner or later,
silence of effort or suffering becomes a
noise of victory—the oppression ceases,
and the voice of the people mingles with
the voice of God.

for vengeance, and they have been heard
The brutality to the helpless and harmless
is the last drop in the brimming cup of
wrath. The small and the oppressed are
the chosen instruments of punishment;
for it is these non-combatants who have
aroused the thinking world, and a mighty
neighbor. It is their feeble pipings, and
the stern voice of those who would die
for them that shouts at last to proud
Castile; “Thus far and no farther!”

fflcbical.

The great deeds of the past in which we
profess to trace God’s hand and interference in the affairs of men, have ever been
w’rought by men’s hands. Miracles and
men work
Divine influence
together.

ParsonS
pills

through

human mediums, and thus
nation that hath itself been
tribulationPositively cure biliousness and sick headache, liver ! brought up through great
and bowel eompl.iint*. They expel all impurities
our
are spending
l>est, our blood, if
!»•■ irate women bud relief frm.i
from the blood
using them. Price 2.*» ct*. five pi
Pamphlet free. need be ourselves for those too sunken to
I .s. Johnson <t t'o..22 Custom Mouse St.. Itnstn i. j
know v>hat is being wrought for them
—we. I say, are where the great unselfish
ones have stood before us.
Our deeds and
comes

j

now as we—a

our

mil

«ro

the oppressed, and
raised

on INFLAMMATION Mailed free.
The Doctor's signature and directions on every tx-ttle.
fv.ld 1v nil Imiggi-fs. I'riee. 3. outs. Six »Hittles, f .* 00.
L b. JoIINSON & CO.. Zl Custom House St., Boston, Mas,
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Hale's Honey of H ore hound and Tar
like magic for a cough or any throat
bronchial trouble. Ask your druggist.

Pike's Toothache Drop*

cure

in

2
j

MADE
ME A MAN
AJAX TABLETS
CURE
POSITIVELY

——

A JLL Nrrwau Disease*— Falling Mem*
ory.Im'-oteucy. Sleeplessness. etc., caused
by Abuse or other Excesses and Indis*
c rations,
They quickly and surety
rmtoro Lost Vitality in old or young, and
a
fit a man for study, business or marriage.
Prevent Insanity and Consumption if
taken ia time. Their use shows immediate Improve
menl and effects a CURE where all other fail
Insist upon having the genuine Ajax Tablets.
They
have eared thousands and will cure you. We give a positive written guarantee to effect e rare CA flTC
in
each ease or refund the money. Price tJV Ulgi per
package; or six pkges (full treatment) for $2^0. By
mail. In plain wrapper, neon receipt of price. Circular
[

aJax remedy co.,
For Hale In Ellsworth,
George A. Parchf.r,
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Me., by
Druggist.
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deed done to

The first bulletin of the State hoard of
agriculture for the season of 1WI8, is devoted

principally

It contains

the

to “the

farm

following

MAINE LAW EKOARDiNG.

letters

from

No Better Word Describes

Hancock county farm*"-*:
Ellsworth Inn giad to see that “The
Farm Garden” <» to be the subject of our
next bullet.n.
As brieliy hh possible I
will tell what I know of me farm garden.
In t he early 70’s I bought my farm. At
that time I was running a lumber concern, having from lorty to eighty men,
mill men, river men, teamster*, etc., and
my own family, living at the mill-house.

Dyspepsia.

Indigestion

Is Catarrh Of

bless

.airiuiij

nil

not

one.

Thus

just

because

nation on earth can read selfishness
into our majestic rebukings and our tenministrations, no one has reason for
putting restraint upon us.
We declare that nearness entails responsibility; for the strong one who can
defend is the one who ought to defend
the near one who is oppressed.
We declare that force must be met with
force; for savage beasts have no respect
for gentle voices. A tightening grip upon
the throat, and a belaboring cudgel art
the only’
argument for blood-hound*
whose
jaws drip with innocent blood.
We declare that the moderation of the
stench of cruelty and of war beneath oui
very nostrils has been promised again and
again, only each time for the promise tc
be broken* and we therefore declare that
Spain has neither power to put down the
insurgent government nor set up the

autonomous._
The voice of the people has spoken aftei
even fatal
silence too long and
but the quiet solemnity of its voice, tin
of
and
volume
it,
bespeaks
power
national utterance from a national heari
that pulsates with one mighty throb ii
unison with every deed of nobility evei
vox dei! !
Vox
done.

hesitancy

0

popull,

©oil) Dust dSnsfjmg |3otn6cr.

j

y

is never pleasant work. The way to have cleaning
well done, and to get through it quickly without
spending much strength, is to use

I

Washin£

f

Best factory (new) per lb.12 §.16
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).90
Eggs.
Fresh

r(!0^f
^
Powder.

/

I
I

I

|

A

OUST

Then the cleaning things are laid aside early in the day, and
the housewife has time for more pleasant things.
largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRUANK COMPANY,
New York.
St.
Lou in.
Boston.
Philadelphia.
Chicago.

GOLD CLARION RANGES
-AND-

HOT WATER

HEATING
‘APPARATUS.
1

-AT-

ELDRIDGES.
Crockery
In

great variety.

r

all

means,’said Edison, (put
You know Providence is

on

some-

Loose.7g8
...

Vegetables.
.60 Carrots,
.03 Cranberries,
.05 Turnips, bu
Bermuda ontons,
.10 Parsnips,
Potatoes, bu l.nOyi.10 Radish,

Beets, per bu
Cabbage,
Onions,

a

dozen

bot-

tles I

was

Cucumbers,
Spinach, pk
Lettuce,

permanently

—^vured.
▼cry truly, Peter Kingsheimer,
|

Yours
Addi-

Coffee—per
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,

Week’s

of

29.

April,

State

m-Augusta, June

The State committee

last of

will

and arrange all

meet

tongue,
Salt pork, per tb
laird, per tb
Pigs feet, per tb

the

matters

re-

lating to the convention.
William

Young,

S.

known hotel

men

of

one

in the

Inspector

of

steam
com-

Fresh—

pharmacy, I). W. Heseltine,
University of Maine,
Edward 15. Winslow, Portland.
The two-year-old child of Isaac Hall, of
Foxcroft, was burned to death by tire
which destroyed his house.
The child
and a little brother, aged six, were left
alone

trustee of

in

the

house

1 00

Flour,
Flour—per bb—

while

the

of the
her

pond

Thomas

Keegan, formerly

They had
had occupied

ashes.
and

Patents—
Winter wheat,

of

Whitney-

fine farm of 160 acres,
it about twenty years.
a

John K. Phillips, of

Look well to

West Eden
market garden business,
there is
not
much that I can say in regard to the
but
would
like
ask
to
one
questions sent,
or two.
Has Leggett’s Dry Bordeaux
mixture been used enough to" know if it
is as good as the common mixture? Also,
what do you think of the Bordeaux mixture put up in cans ready to dilute with
water? If it is good it would be very
handy for small farmers.
Amos C. B. Gott.
[Note—Experiments at the Maine experiment station in is!*; tended to show that the dry
Bordeaux mixture was not nearly as effective
In preventing blight on potatoes us that made
and
at the same time.
It was also more
expensive. The Bordeaux mixture, put up in
caus, no doubt is as good as that prepared by
the user, but must ue far more costly.
It'the
directions for making the mixture which are
given in this bulletin are carefully followed,
you will And it but little trouble.—.Secretary.j

taste.

There is

no

tone to such

a

room—

air of repose, no comfort, no individuality. It speaks for what it is: an exhino

bition.
“True art

lowing

a

in

furnishing is found in alslowly develop under

home to

the tastes of

those

who

live in it

the

Boston.

M. E. MALONEYS
IDEA
OF THE

Nut.
Blacksmith’s

Drain and Feed.

6

75

7 on
Spring wheat,
meal, per hag .85
Corn, full weight per
.95
hag
Oats, Western, per
bu

1

.38
Hides and Tallow.
lb—
Tallow—per lb—
.05
Rough,
.05
Tried,

Hides—per
Ox,
Cow,
.04
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.253.75
.f 03.60
Pelts,
Lambskins,
153.20

.01 ^
.03 K

Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per lb—
.18
Red.
.18
Alslke,
Dried Fruit.

Herdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per !b
Lawn seed, per lb

.12
.13

The lips of Death from cold caresses.
Oh, weary head, to never sleep
Upon her heart, amid her tresses!
No more to watch the foam of light
Run. lipping over seas of barley,
For Death, the harvester, by night
Went down the road to Varley.

Ah, Nelly White, when

with

me

you
adoption of an idea here, another there.
Were keeping starlit company,
The development of taste requires time
The mile of sweet
No house worth living
and cultivation.
Between the wheat,
A home
in can be complete at one time.
From Shepperton to Varley!
of comfort unfolds itself, so to speak, and
—Excha nye.
unfolds slowly. True improvement comes
in this way, and only in this way. Young
Our own interests are bound
up ii
married people cannot bear this fact in those of our
friends, our town, our city
their
when
mind too strongly
furnishing
our nation, our race;
and be wbo mosl
homes.”
fully realizes this, and most conscientiously works for it, is tbe truest beneThe Lakes of Maine.
factor of tbe community, and will genHidden within the forests of Maine are
erally be one of its happiest members.
more than 1,500 lakes, with an area equal
To be sensitive is to be lovable; but tc
State’s
the
to ©ne-fifth of
territory,
carry sensitiveness into self-consciousabounding in game and fish. The lake ness is to be very unlovable. The one
systems of Maine are remarkable for safeguard against such a nature is tc
their extent, character and picturesque- look out, and not in. To think what we
may be able to do for other people, not
ness.
what they might do for us—that is tbe
There are but three or four places on keynote of harmony.—Lilian
Whiting.
of
number
an
the globe upon which
equal
No
state
found.
be
lakes and ponds are to
To secure an abundaut growth of hair, use
Hall’s Hair Renewer, or, if possessing ai
map ever published gives anywhere a correct representation of the extraordinary abundance, it may be kept looking linely bj
number of these lakes.

Sanborn,

i

25
25
25
6 25
6 00

Corn

for may-

tailor

1 25

Seal,

6
6
6

.85
Shorts—bag—
*5 00§6 50 Mixed feed, bag
.90
Straights,
roller,
Middlings, bag .95nl.0O
6 00 §6 50

balance, fell into

by trade, and his wife Jane,
were burned in their home on their farm
about five miles from Bloomfield, Neb.,
recently. Their ages were eighty-four
and sixty-nine respectively. The charred
remains were found side by side in the
a

§

our

ton—

St. Louis

wafer.

ville,

.16
.14

Fuel.

The older

searching the hank
flowers and, losing

.hOy.lo

Salt-

Coal —per
Wood—per cord
3 00 §600
l>ry hard,
Broken,
2 00 §3 50
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,

their parents
child escaped.
Juanita, the eight-year-old daughter of
the late Lieutenant Frederick A. Kimball,
U. S. A., of Alfred, was drowned Sunday
afternoon. It is supposed that she was
at work.

were

ton, per lb

.05
.u7 g.10
Cod,
Dry cod,
.05
.04 §.05
Haddock,
Pollock,
.30
.lOy.12
Flounders,doz
Mackerel,
.■_•»
Halibut tins, .10§.12
Lobsters,
.12
.05
Halibut heads,
Pickerel,
.20
Boneless cod, .OSg.lO
Clams, qt
.40 §.75
Oysters, qt
Tongues and
*.3o
sounds,
.08§.10
Scallops, qt
.10 Smoked—
Smelts,
.12
.12
Halibut,
Halil)Ut,
.12
.25
lleniio;. box,
Bluetisb,
Finnan haddle,
.10
Shad,
.25§.35

missioner of

Deering;

M ui

by

the consumer knows that
its purity and
strength
have been untampered
with.
Your grocer sells
this kind, but be sure our
seal and name u on the
can
you buy.
c^se

Poultry—per lb.14 §.16
Fowl,
.os
.13
(..hie,kens,
.08 g.10 Turkeys,
.20
.10 Bologna,
.10
.10
Sausage,

died at the

vessels, John M. Taylor, Portland;

Protected

.08
Tripe, per lb
Honeycomb tripe,tb .10
Ham, per lb
.12§.14
.00 §.10
-Shoulder,

<looked ham, lb
Boneless ham,

house. Auburn, Tuesday, aged sixtythree.
Hi company with his brother Albert, lie had managed the Elm house for
over thirty years.
Gov. Powers recently made the follownominations:

is the kind that
housekeepwho want only the
best always buy. Packed
in pound and two-pound
tin cans, it comes into
the home with all its natural aroma and
strength.
ers

Fish.

Elm

ing

.15 §.25
.O‘Jy.12
.0> §.16
.08 §.16
.03y.lt
.ooy.os
.15

best

the

State,

.10

lb

Provisions.

News,

republican

that the

convention will be held

.30

Steak, beef, lb
Fresh pork,
Lamb, lb
Veal, per ll»
Roasts,
Beef, corned, tb

Novelty and Nonsense.

expected

It is

.10

.15

Lumber and Building Materials.
Luml>er— per M—
Clapboards—per M—
Hemlock,
00§11 Kxtra spruce, 24§26
Hemlock hoards,09§ II
Spruce, No. 1, 17§I8
Clear pine,
12yl6
Spruce,
3536O
Spruce lloor,
15y20 Kxtra pine,
35§60
12 §15 Laths—per M—
Pine,
Matched pine,
15 y 1 s
2.00
spruce,
M
lb
Nails, per
Shingles—per
.04y.06
2 75 Cement, per cask 160
Cedar, extra
2 00 Lime, per cask
.85
dear,
2d clear,
175 Brick, per M
7yll
extra one,
1 50 White lead, prtb .05y.08
No. 1,
1 25
.75
scoots,
1 25
Spruce,
125
Hemlock,

TO CARIBOU.

Windowings

.50
.01

Rice, per lb
.O6.3.O8
.15§.20 IMckles, per gal .40 g.60
.35 Olives, per qt
.35<g.75
.33 Vinegar—per gal—
Tea —per lb—
Pure cider,
.20
Cracked
.05
Japan,
.40g.60
wheat,
.05
Oolong,
.25g.60 Oatmeal, per lb
Sugar—per tb—
Quaker rolled oats, .05
.06 Buckwheat,
.05
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B, .05^ Graham,
.04
.05
.04
Yellow, C
Rye meal,
Molasses—per gal—
()ll—per gal—
.35 Linseed,
Havana,
.60§.B5
Porto Rico,
.45 Kerosene, per gal
.13
.60 Astral oil,
.15
Syrup,
Maple syrup, qt .25 §.30

out who sells t hem, no matter what they
cost, they will be cheap in the end.
Have
an eye to the bugs early, in some cases
before the plants appear.
If the first two
cultivatings will not take care of the
weeds your land is too weedy to till; but
do not be contented with that, keep the
cultivator going as long as you can work
among the plants.
N. 15. Young & .Son.

One

.0*2

.08§.>0

Groceries.

son, Wis.
When catarrh starts in the head more
or less of the
disgusting mucus that
forms must reach the stomach, and
cause dyspepsia, accompanied by loss
of appetite, disagreeable fulness after
eating, foul breath and other distressing
symptoms. Pe-ru-na cures this kind of
dyspepsia. Buy it of your druggist.
If you will write to Dr. S. B. Hartman,
of Columbus, Ohio, he will advise you
free of charge.

K ITT Kit Y

HMjerttscnuntB.

loose, per ton. 9 §10
Baled..feta 14

After

using half

contemporaries.

Straw.

vma

shall be thoroughly ploughed at least a
week before planting, to give the soil a
chance to warm up, and allow the warm
rain and air to penetrate it easily.
Next
in importance is the fertilizing.
If the
soil is cold, manure from the horse stable
should bestrewn in the furrow, ami in
! any case use freely of any good commercial fertilizer, for this will make all the
difference you can imagine in the maturity and also in the flavor of most garden
crops. Get the best seeds, if you can find

‘By

rods or not, and had sent to seEdison’s opinion on the matter.

laid, per doz.12

Hampden, died Figs,
.10
.12g.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08§.12
Thursday morning. Mr. Phillips was Dates,
.06
Raisins,
.08g.l5 Apples, string
born
in
years
ago.
V>1LI1
Hampden seventy-five
me
JJUlttlU, Ulie
.10
Prunes,
.10g.l4 Apples, sliced
year with another, can in no way be Moving to Bangor he went into
the
traceable to the effects of rust.
in
of
in
the
building
Dunning yard,
ships
E. W. Wooster.
Nelly White.
and was thus engaged for some
Bucksport—A good vegetable garden Brewer,
leaves
a
Mr.
years successfully.
Phillips
is one of the indispensable tilings on a
Dear as remembered kisses after death.—Tennyson
farm.
Every farmer should plant a vari- son, Arthur B. Phillips, of Boston, and a
ety. For early beets, plant as soon as the (laughter, Mrs. John C. Dunning, of BanWhen I was young and had the skill
soil will possibly do, whether in April or
To take the tune of Cupid’s making,
May. For winter use, plant later. For gor.
And teach my sweetheart from the hill
peas, get the earliest variety, other things
the
Home.
Furnishing
A pretty trick for dear escaping;
being considered, and sow at intervals.
Plant a few radishes and some lettuce, in
“There is no idea more wantonly erroWhen by the constant lavender,
fact, anything that the family will relish. neous than that it requires a liberal ex<>r gypsy rose she stayed tojparley,
What one cares for another may dislike,
Oh, cheerily went my feet to her
penditure of money to have a comfortable
so each should have in the garden what
Along the road to Varley.
he can relish, and what you cannot use on and artistic home,” writes Edward W.
the table can be disposed of in some other
“The
Bok in Ladies’ Home Journal.
Ah, Nelly White, when you with me
Some are always complaining of
way.
lies in simessence of elegance
Were keeping starlit company,
hard times and that what we produce on very
The mile of bliss,
make
a
the
is
not
art
to
parlor
the farm brings hut a small price; but we plicity. It
The laugh and kiss,
have some things to comfort us.
What duplicate of an exhibition room in a furFrom Shepperton to Varley !
we consume on the farm we get fresh, and
niture store.
That simply calls for an
it is worth just as much for our tables as
of money and a failure to exercise
Not warm enough my lips to keep
though it brought double the price in the outlay

Lamoink—In preparing an early garden for home or market, we consider it of
j the greatest importance that ihe land, no
matter what its previous condition was,

Mr.

Best

years.
ad-

was

ru-na.

in spraying
last
summer
with
the
Bordeaux
mixture
to
prevent
rust upon potato vines which superinduces the rotting of the tubers, and in
spraying strawberry vines to prevent
their rusting, did not endorse the popular
idea that is now fast gaining ground
(more, we think, through the power of
advertising spraying apparatus than the
practical demonstration of its efficiency)
that we have in this a sure and practical
remedy for the rot or a positive prevention against
rust.
Experimenting has
advanced so far that there is no doubt
but that sulphate of copper, even in so
weak a solution as to produce no injurious effects upon the foliage of most vegetation, has the power to check or kill the
fungus known as rust upon vegetation;
but we should take into consideration the
fact that the conditions that favor the
development of this disease to such an
extent as to affect the development of the
crop to any great degree, or to cause the
crop to rot to any great extent from its
direct effects, are such as to be antagonistic to the practical application of this
remedy, at least as far as the potato is
concerned.
By far the largest cause of

applied

cure

Hay.

vised at last
to take Pe-

lie

the garden.
11. J. Harkiman.
Being in the poultry and

lightning

The American prints more vital statistics-births,
marriages and deaths—
Improved,
(seed).2.50
than all the other papers printed in the
Butter.
Creamery per lb.25
and most of them it
Hairy.209.22 county combined,
Cheese.
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its

trouble

1

ence

markets.

The committee had been unable to
decide whether to equip the church with
son.

times absent-minded.’

_

\

commitMr. Edi-

Peas:

for

and seed catalogues in order to keep informed in regard to the latest varieties
and methods of work.
Often neighbors
by exchanging seed can get new and improved varieties without much expense.
H. B. Gray.

iv/t-

representing the building
a city church called to see

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50
I’ea, hand picked, per bu. 2.25

YSPEPSIA caused
me a great deal

Hancock—A kitchen garden, in wtiich
unblessed, or save the lost, is an up- should he grown those hardy fruits and
lift to a nation that has been too material, j vegetables which are necessary for the
healt h and happiness of every family, is
and that now sees clearly that there be
almost, an indispensable adjunct to every
things more precious than gold, and that farm. Very lew families in Maine are
j situated that
one of them is “service to the weak”.
they can well afford not
J so
; to support such a garden; most especially
is this true of those who get their living
The great parable of brotherly love
| through agricultural pursuits. Although
shows us that the neighbor of the nation I t he time lias arrived that t tie
average
that fell among thieves does not establish farmer must specialize in regard to his
its neighborliness by being rich, or by held crops if he is to keep up with the
doubt if
progress of the times, I
being on the other side of a narrow high- j the time will ever comegreatly
when, from a
of
true
we
way, but by tenderly lifting
up the
can
economy,
neglect
I point
wounded, and by fearlessly driving ofl the kitchen garden; there is no other
in which we can lie so sure of a good
the persecutors. Our attitude is the atti- j way
j supply of fresh fruits and vegetables,
Our justitude of the (iood Samaritan.
j L'nless t his is one of the farm specialties,
fication f«*r interfering with those who t tie small-fruit plot should be the first to
i be considered, for the reason that it is
are not blood of our blood, nor flesh of
should tie
very important that the
our flesh i* simply his
justification “1 I well supplied with t tiesefamily
fruits.
Of the
I
I
saw
saw need and
met it;
suffering i one-fourth acre set apart for t tie garden,
for
a
of
twelve
rods
should
say
family
ten,
and I bent to relieve it; 1 saw evil treatlie occupied by this fruit; three rods each
of
the |
ment. and 1 undid the work
fur strawberries, raspberries and blackAnd the morning after the
thieves.”
berries, and t hree rods for currants and
relief he went on his way.
gooseberries. This will give a variety of
fresh fruits for over thrte months, and
We have neither part nor
So shall we.
if good culture is given, an abundance
in
Cuba
when
the
deed
of
merciful
during the whole time and a surplus at
parcel
times for canning for winter use.
The
When the sick are reforce is done.
can
tie
remaining twenty-eight rods
freshed, and comfort is given, we have
to
those
in
common
planted
vegetables
our duties here at home, and they their
use that are not included in
the
farm
Our
experiprivileges there in their home, and the specialty or specialties.
are

Country Produce.

Beans.

Bern use Pe-ru-na Cures Catarrh
—Pe-ru-na Cures Dyspepsia.

products for home use, and unless one
has a good market, tins is all that it pays
to raise. The kitchen garden should contaiu every variety of fruit and vegetables
that can be grown, and profitably used in
the family. The garden will give better
satisfaction if it is not too large.
From
one-eighth to one-half acre is about
right. This, if it is dressed heavily and
well cared for, will produce more than a
badly tilled garden of twice the size.
...

man

tee of

per bu

Bluehill.—There is no doubt that a
good garden is not appreciated, on most

farms, as it should be, but the majority of
farmers, especially those on small farms,
have an abundance of garden

Inventor Kdte©»rs Brightest Story.
One of the best examples of the great
Inventor Edison’s wit is recorded in an
anecdotal biography of the great inventor in Ladies1 Home Journal; “A gentle-

the rods.

The Stomach.

kets of lettuce, whieh looked nice, green
and cool on the table, and we all relished
it very much. He next came with early
vegetables, one after another in their season, and in the fall filled our cellar with
potatoes, turnips, etc., enough to last till
they came on the next season. To say that
I was surprised at the difference in our
living, and above all the difference in my
store and grocery bills, does not express
it. My store bills were 50 j>er cent, less,
and we had everything fresh and good—
fresh eggs, cream, milk, etc. I have kept
this farm garden up ever since, and enlarged some every year. Have an orchard
of live hundred trees, berries, etc. Shall
look with interest for the different ideas
in regard to spraying, etc. I intend to do
some spraying myseif.
I never have and
want to learn all I can.
James T. Cushman.

strive to

WEIGHTS AND MEASUHEa.

A bushel of Liverpool
salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
in good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
bounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley ami buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.

garden’’.

the

der

]4

one minute,

to

no

—.

A
■
3

thereby.

two homes

TAR

fail

cannot

AND

AGONY.

County Farmers.

us

imbrued in the blood of its finest children, from the persecution of the saints to
the expelling of the Moors; from the confiscation
of
Jewish property to the
gathering of wretched Cubans to starve.
The dumb tongues have been gathering
volume all these ages; they have cried out

Thunder is not the voice of Uod, neither
His is
is clamor the voice of the people.
the still small voice—inaudible to the
world—that holds the planets in their
silent orbits, and the seasons to their reits
currence, that gives the dry land
The
bounds, and to lives their sphere

T am nlnoty-one years and nine months old. was
born September 17. 17fW>. I hive been a standard
bearer for Johnson's Anodvne l.iuiinent more
than fifty vears.
Have found use for it ever
wince.
I have found it superior to anv oilier.
Mrs. Wealthy L. Tozirit. East Corinth. Me.

WBDffKftDAT, April 20k 1898.

Hancock

from

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

is

To the sea, to the man, to the nation
goes forth the fiat: “Thus far shalt thou
go and no farther!”

Originated in lbio. by t ho Into I>r A Johnson,
S-'atniU I• 11y•»i -1.111. Its 'merit and oxoointicc 11.1 v
All who
satisfied everybody f"r nearly a century
use it are amazed’at its
gro.it power. If is safe,
soothing. satisfying; so way Kick. sensitive sufferers.
Internal and External.
It cures
every form of inflammation.
Pleasant to take dropped on sugar for
colds, coughs, cramps, burns, bruises, all soreness.

Interesting

Letters

Haughty 1 hired a good man to run my farm, who
apply the thought.
said to me:
“Give me plenty of seed and
tottering to a national doom. It dressing, and I Will give
Spain
you farm prohas ever oppressed without wisdom, and duce.” I did, and h*
faithfully kept his
hands
reason.
Its
have
been
He
slain without
came first with great
baspromise.
Let

The unrighteous nation whose guide is
passion, and whose god is gold, whose
spirit setteth itself like a flint against
Its
mercy and tenderness, has its day.
own willfulness prepares the way for its
destruction. The small within it are used
to confound the mighty.

Best Liver Bill Made

ffirtriral.

AGRICULTURAL BULLETIN.

using the Renewer occasionally.—Advt.

Ellsworth, Me., March 7, 1898.
After a careful canvass of the different
towns and cities in every county of the State,
I have come to the conclusion that there never was a
better time than the present to engage in the carriage business, that is, for one
vmio has a
thorough knowledge of the business and who is willing to take off his coat
and put his whole energy into the worn,
Sixteen years ago you could not sell a good
vehicle for what it cost to produce it. That
was because some were deluded by the
cheap
western imitations of our work which could
be bought for a much less sum, but which were
worth practically nothing. To be sure they
looked very spick and span at first, but one
season, if they held together as long as that,
proved to the owner the foolhardiness of the
policy of purchasing the cheapest without regard to the saving to be made in the long run
by buying of a local dealer and getting your

money’s worth. The unscrupulous dealer
reaped a harvest off these carriages. Some he
bought as cheap as $25 and palmed them off
on
some unsuspecting customer for $100 or
more.

However, everyone who purchased one of
those carriages is to-day a walking advertisement for good wfork and doesn’t lose a chance
to recommend you to buy a good wagon, provided you can secure one at a reasonable price.
I am personally acquainted with people all
over Maine—from mv home in Ellsworth to
John Mallmon s hotel in Lubec, to Smith s
hotel in Caribou, to the Whitney house in
Presque Isle, to Patten by way of Ox Beau, to
Moosehead Lake and across the country to
Rockland and back home.
In all my travels I have failed to find one
mail who has given the western carriages a
trial that will again use one or recommend
others to do so. When asked what he knows
about western carriages he shakes his head
and says he knows enough about them to let
them alone.
To show you that I am sincere in my remarks, let me tell you what 1 have been doing
I have built eighty new
this winter.
carriages that I am in hopes to sell. I warrant
each and every one of these carriages to be
FIRST-CLASS in MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP.
Should any part prove otherwise. at any time, I will make it good regardless of the length of time it has been in use.
To this end I will furnish reference second to
none in the State.
But to those who are still willing to try om
of those western carriages I would say that 1
have the agency for this countv for one of the
best made—the Cortlandt wagon. It is made
by the Cortlandt Wagon Co., of New York.
I am offering these wagons at a very low'
price. Anyone residing in Hancock, Washington or Penobscot counties, who is in need
of a carriage of any kind and who will write
me stating his needs, 1 will call upon with
the carriage he wants.
1
MY.PLAN OF WORK is as follows:
will call upon you in person and explain to
you any points you are in doubt about. I can
then find out your exact needs.
If it be an
express you want, I can suit you with a light,
medium or heavy.
In top buggies I carry
four different styles, in fact, anything in the
carriage line you can find at my shop. Don’t
buy until you see my work and the low rates
I am offering.

M. E. MALONEY.

ILHUILO
AniPQ

Who Have Usee Them
Recommend as the BEST

DR. KINO’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain. ^
Used for years by leading specialist*. IIunTlreds

\
o_-

monials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in cube of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or bv mail £I.5U box.

KING MEDICINE CO., Box 1930, BOSTC'J, MASS.
Sure « me or
S.ost Mj.iiIi.kkI
DR. VAN
Mo.wt SC. f.MHt.Ml.

SlSfe!
plain
c m

Aw

.seul. u i»a< kHL'>-s* rure fri.iii ubs- rvailon. Send two !
Eastern A^cney, New Life
stump for circular.

West Sullivan says
LOCAL AM*

A

PuLiT ItAn JOURNAL

CTorrrapoiiticnrc.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

<£ lie iCUeuiortl) American.
quietus

paving

to her

will give the

war

PURI INHKI»

EVEK Y

W

K1 >N E>I> A Y

KTERNOON.

A

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
lit

predicting another
snow storm this spring, when laughed at
by skeptical neighbors, point to their
diary for 1892 when six inches of snow
fell May 1.
The

AT

THE

HAM ih K COUNTS PUBLISHING CO.
F. W\ Rollins. Editor ami Manager.
Subscription Price—$J.t>0 a year; $1.00 for
..-i tli-;
:*o cent* for three mouths; ’f
s!\
paid trirtlv In advance, $1 .no, 75 and 88 cents
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at
tin. rate of
per year.
Advcr;;*ing Kate*— Arc rea*onable, and will
be made known on application.
Bu.-'f.'-- communications should be addressed
rders made payable to, The
to, til'd i"m o
Has.'in k
on ntv
Pi ULI8II1NO Co., Ellaworth, Maine.
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who

men

are

Another Hancock
honors thrust

L0wis,

county
him

upon

of Otis Springer, of Franklin,

son

lican.
Lanioine grange has conducted during
a
literary contest, something
on
the plan of the old-time debating
club.-. Much interest has been aroused,
and the grange has materially benefited.
The closing act came last week when the
the winter

vanquished side served
agreed-upon “treat”.
West

Franklin is

Just listen:

not

PROCLAMATION.

Several

AND

FAST IN (I

April.

thousand

one
as a

war

bis work to Maohias

and expresses himself
appearance of

as

;

and teams

men

are

pleased with

the

things.

work, and
in demand all along

the contractors

All

are

at

line, principally at Cherryfield and
Columbia Falls. A gang of fifty Italians
arrived at Cherryfield Monday for Strang
I A: Bussell. These contractors are setting
the

in

the pace for the others

pushing

the

becomes

more

evident that

war

of

and

is

eight

day of

PRAYER.

It is fitting that this lime-Eonored custom
should .-til! be respected, and I earnestly request all the people of our State to properly observe the da\ in their homes and churches, and
to refrain from all unnecessary labor, remembering, reverently, the source from which so

Even the

war

it

do active

six

Before
vines

await-

insignificance in Bucksporl
when

a

to do any service for the State that would
promote her best interests, thereby se-

we

monster from the

out at the marine

last

sea

railway.

was

says:

Saturday ground

broken in Thompson’*
Held near where the track crosses the Bedding
ton road, hut owing to ttie condition of the land
the scrapers were unable to make much head
way and work was postponed for the present
since then the force lias been grading acres*
tlie river on the line extending through Frank
F. Small’s pasture, beginning near the point
where the bridge touch1- the 'shore abo\e tin

themselves a good name and a
curing
continuance in office by dint of personal
merit? Investigate the causes that furnish
for

Friday,
hauled

Even the old

deep-sea salts were unable to identify the
tish, which was estimated modestly to
weigh “half a ton”. When the old salts
could not name it, it is not surprising
that the learned men from the seminary, |

jails, reformatory institutions, state
prison, insane asylum and other institu-

our

tions of the State with

so

many

free

but

a

Spain has been officially notified of
this action, and of this government's
determination to enforce the policy
which the resolution demands.
The
notification to Spain was accompanied

by

ultimatum giving that governuntil Friday night to accede to
the demands made by this governan

ment

The full text of the ultimatum
has not been made public, but it is fair
ment.

assume that from this time out the
United States government will pursue

t.o

vigorous policy.
Only the most sanguine
Spain will accept this

a

believe that
ultimatum.

The

troubles

tight

Yankees abroad than Cubans at

with which she must
contend at home all argue against it.
The cry of Spanish jingoes “Better

succinctly

home”

states

the situation.

therefore, seems inevitable.
The policy of this government will be
War,

to

push war most vigorously
early and successful issue.

to

an

meaning of Congress regarding
is not in doubt, but the form of
declaration at this hour is in question,
The President’s
says Dun's Review.
The

Spain

message has been accepted as a strong
statement of the situation, and the
question in Congress is whether it
will wirhout change adopt his pro-

posal. Preparations for war continue
as if it were inevitable.
There is
some

the

hindrance in

volume

of

business,

payments

clearing houses is
larger than hist

and yet

through

still 12.9 per cent.
year, and outside

New York about 2.2 per cent, larger
than in
1892, though speculative
stagnation here makes tile aggregate
lower.
New York banks may now
realize that

they are strong enough
possible emergencies, and may
give the government valuable aid by
for all

greater freedom in business loans.
Sound New York banks ■are not in the
least alarmed about the business situation,

nor

have

they

any occasion

for alarm.
In another column we publish a
communication from Col. E. C. Farrington, of Maine, on the fish and
game

interests

of

Farrington has made

the

State.

Col.

study of
the subject on which lie writes, particularly fish and game legislation,
and his suggestions deserve careful
a

close

all, because some senators were making it
so apparent that they eared more to
hear
their own voices than to help the country

Coming of Baby.

the house real happiand anxiety counting for
nothing gainst the clinging touch of the little
hand- and the sound of the little voice. The
unotion given to human beings is
highest
bringing healthy, happy children into the
fiver rhirt- years ago the needs of
world
women appealed to Dr. Pierce, now chief conHotel and
“Uitii
ptiv-defan to the Invalids’
Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y. The re
-u!t of !.is suidv improved by thirty years of
... d in Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
practice
It
strengthens, purities and
Pre-' r:
nuiv'*- .neuithy the organs distinctly feminine,
the strength and health
women
weak
it givetiie production of healthy ehilf.
1r:
the hearing ol those children
d
rn tk<
•.
r...
-urc to cure any weakness or derangement peculiar to women; stops pains,
il .nicmtion, strengthens, purities, in*
V.

comes
baby
The care

ne?-' '-omen.

•Surgl'il

rigortil

to

for

railroad for

it!

a

Shame

on

We

are

jJ
|

Hood’s Pills cure liver ills, biliousness, indigestion, headaches. A pleasant laxative. All

druggists.—Advt.

DONUM,

to

AGATE
bottom

everybody

0208.

Donum is too well known throughout
Hancock county to need any lengthy description here. He will serve a limited
number of mares early in the
SEASON OF 1898
at the stable of his owner on High street,
Ellsworth, where he can be seen with some

of his get.
Donum colts are good-sized, good gaiter!
and level-headed. For further
particulars,
call on or address
F. H. Osgood,
Ellsworth, Me.
2.19
4.19

m—-—=-=———■

\!s>K

WARE

I>.

just

added

a

of

Foil THE

I

TKlltOl
Ellsworth.
street.)

UK AMT E IK'S I NESS
by

IN THE AIR.

Congress

The

(ii;o.

ing

does not

trttr

talk that

please

all the

people: but—
I am making tear talk
that will please all people who want time.
The

tear

1

talk

am

making is on the prices
of a large stock of
WATCHES,
which I want to
into cash.

vert
one

in want of

will do well

con-

Anya

watch

by calling

on

A.

W.

ii.

<;ivAxt.

of the

United States is makli >ts of

BROS.,
Ellsworth.

WAR^—l
IS

,"1-

St.,

~

GREELY.

No. 5 Main St.

FltOM T1IF.

Offices

STRICTLY

3iiflal Xoticfs.
roall persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
\t a court of insolvency held at Ellsworth,
in and for the county of Hancock, on the
fifth day of April, a. <L
following matters having been pre1
sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that noice thereof be given to all persons interested,
ay causing a cony of this order to be pubished two weeks successively in the Ells■vorth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they mav appear at a court of insolvency to be held at
Bucksport, on the third day of May, a. d.
isys. at eleven of the clock in the forenoon,
iud be heard thereon if they see cause.
In the case of iivurgt <». Anderson, of Amtierst, in said county, insolvent debtor. Petition for discharge from all debts provable
igainst his estate under the insolvency laws
>f Maine, presented by said debtor.
In the case of Edward I. Warren, of Hucksport, in said county, insolvent debtor. Petition for discharge from all debts provable
igainst his estate under the insolvency laws
>f Maine, presented by said debtor.
<). P. Ct NNINfiH \M, Judge of said court.
\ true copy of original order <>f court.
Attest:— Cham. P. Dokk, Register.

r|MIK

...

proposal*
SEALED
building until

will he received at this
2 o'clock p. m. April 2H,
1898, for furnishing fuel, light*, water, ice,
miscellaneous supplies, washing towel*, haulmg ashe*. and
sprinkling streets for this
building during the fiscal year ending June
to, 1899, or such portion of the year a* may be
leemed advisable.
The right to reject‘an>
ind all bids is reserved bv the treasury deJohn B. Redman,
part nieui.
Custodian.
1NHE subscriber residing out of the State
X of Maine, to wit: E!i/a E. S. Brighiim,
>f Salem, in the county of Ks«ex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, hereby gives
notice that sin- has been dulv appointed executrix of the last will .Mini testament of Lin-oln Flagg Brigham, late of Mtlem, in the
county of Essex, and Commouwealth of
Massachusetts. d» c« a-<d, no bonds being required by tin t. n-> of said will, and that sh*
has appointed J. Eldridge
Tripp, of Eden, in
the county t Hanro-.-k. and Mate of
Maine,
her agent in said State of Maine. All
per-ons
having denuunls
against the
utte
of
said
deceased
are
desired to
[■resent the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Eliza K. S. Bkiohxm
April 5. a. d. 1898.

HOT

over

HOUSE

CONFIDENTIAL.

Burrlll National

Rank,

Ellsworth,

Maine

EVERY DAY

LET

IN
MANNING BLOCK,
corner rooms with hardwood lloori
and four large windows.

FRESH

AT

DRESSER’S MARKET,
28

EY'ERY

=&

DAY,
di aler In all kinds of

Smoked,

Dry

FISH.

OF

CLAMS OYSTKIIS, LOBSTEKS.

MILLINlvRY,

A delivery team will be run daily, and
the family trade of Ellsworth and vicinity l* respectfully solicited.

CALL &

LATEST.

CONNICK.

ceased. and
Ail persons

hereby gives potice that
duly appointed ftdtninis-

estate of Susanna Bonsev, late
in the
county of Hancock, degiven bonds as the law directs.

having

demands against the es
cite of said net-eased are
desired to present
he -aine
for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are
to

Campbell

a--

& True

Bldg.,

East End
KLLSWOKTII, ME.
■-

make payment imRoland C. Bonsev.

STATE OF MAINE.
\otlce of Assignee of His
Appointment.
At Ellsworth, in the
county of Hancock and
Alaiue’ tde bull day of April,
•id 1898

EDWIN M. MOORE.

Tresh, Salt,

THE

subscriber
has been

of
,e
uf#arPo
Ellsworth,

requested
mediately.
April ... a. d. 1898.

SPEAKING

HAVE

t the last will and testament of
Samuel N
late of Eden, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as’the
aw
directs.
All persons having demands
(gainst the estate of said deceased are desircd to present the same for
settlement, and
ill indebted thereto are
requested to make
payment immediately.
kprii 6.d. M98,
j, libm i;mi.hv,

Emery,

f-

AT

WE

rP,,K subscriber hereby gives notice that
X
he has been duly appointed executor

r|8HEbe

Water Street.

LETTUCE

The DUTTON GREENHOUSES

For It.

rKKHY’S

VESSELS WANTED

Patron ze home industries and
w hile you help other.-; then
will always he happy.

help yourself

tg-

Subscribe

M.

■-M

Don’t go out of the city to huy goods
you e.ui save nmmy buying st

<3 doors from Main

|

WHITING
37 Main

when
home.

No. 2 Franklin St..

«oci|.

GROCERIES.

ranging in price from lific. to $ 1

!'.

(.riiKt

IIimI Cio\«*r,
surd .Heed peas.

DRY GOODS

SHOES

1>.

.i »% ii

Our usual lines of

UTENSILS.

large line

Hungarian, lb d

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS.

We want
to call and see our

We have sold over 1,000 of them in the
past t hree weeks, and everybody is deWe have a few
hem.
lighted with
Clothespins left at 1 o. per dozen.

We have

a

and

I tar I,

SECURITY TAKEN ON HEAL ESTATE

Fine, light,

THE AHERICAN.

Timotb\.
Tim jiiul I

prices.

DIRIGO COOKING

make

vve

of

I

Sizes 1 to 6 quarts, goingf
Also a
st Jons, per set.
large line of

LOAN.

Prices $25, $35 and $45 per year,
according to location.

Four year« old; record 2.19.
By Nelson, 2.09.

This year

sperla.ly

•

919"

ltaw Oil, Yarnlohc* and
Shdlnr.
Colors and Paint Itrushe*.
and

»i»e<l

*•

MONEY TO

TO

Paper.

IC

RUGS

Collections and all

OR PERSONAL PROPERTY.

SbBntiscmrnta.

j919

Special attention given
Commercial business.

ALL BUSINESS

COUNTY

ALL COLORS.

U. S. Deck Paint for floors.
“Eagle" White Lead.

MILK and PUDDING PANS.

THE

Only

our

that we have sold so many of
A new lot just in
in the past.
at
prices that will astonish
A
few
more
sets of those
you.

vou

Winning

selling goods for less than

not

REVERSIBLE

C'l

The

We sell the World's Fair
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Prize*

prices are down to hard
War cuts no ice with us.
will not he called on to
tight, so, |of course, we say, give it to those
Spaniards. Drive them into the sea and
Don’t worry about
keep them there.
war, take things as they come hnd you
the
he
will
way, if you want
happy. By
to be happy don’t fail to secure one of
those
cost, but

yard*,
of danger by
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DECK,

AND DON'T YOU FORGET IT.

Billiard

8100 Reward 8100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there i- at lea-t one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
-tager, and that is catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
is the only positive eure known to the medical
lraternity. ( atarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment- Hall’s
Catarrh < ure i- taken internally, acting direct
ly upon the Mood and mucou- surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have
so much faith in
it- curative powers, that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address, F. ,1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family l’ills are the best.
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distance of about 300

humanity that will suffer which would be a source
frightening horse*.
suck a state of things!
1 have no doubt
The decision of the railroad commisthat the boards of health of municipaliavenge the insults of Spain in a great
ties would faithfully execute the orders sioner* was reserved.
crisis.
When it became apparent,
however, of the state in regard to this “infamous
Two years ago If. J. Warren, a drugthat some democrats and some republi- | malady” as with the contagious and inif given the proper authority, | gist at Pleasant Brook, N. V., bought a
cans were going crazy over the proposi- j fectious,
small supply of ChainberlaiiTs Cough
tion to recognize the independence of and with as good success.
j Fourth. Shall the scheme be
lie sums up tire result as foltried?
Ii Remedy,
the Cuban government, he thought it oplows; “At that time the goods were unlies with the voters of the State.
Your
une
to
raise
a
voice.
warning
port
known in this section; to-day CliamIt is true that Senator Hale accused the toil upholds the glittering show that your
herlain’s Cough Remedy is a household
advocates of Bryanism of trying to inter- servant is able to make. Ask them to reof the curse that is every day word." It is the same in hundreds of
lieve
you
into
the
ject politics
great
patriotic
gaining ground. If not soon done the communities. Wherever the good qualmeasure but, nevertheless, he wan heartily j
base that is crumbling now will fail to ities of Chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy beone
of
the
most
influential
hold up the monument of temperance
supported by
come known the people will have nothing
erected
Neal
Dow
and
his
Mr.
of
w
co-workers,
ho
by
senators,
Gorman,
Maryland,
and the work will have to be all gone else. For sale by G. A. Parcher, drugis himself a friend and supporter of Mr.
over.
gist.
Bryan.
Fifth. Is temperance a failure?
If so,
Every New England senator, except then should “IFs” second great issue preJjcr Sale.
those from New Hampshire, stool by
vail.
Let female suffrage step in and
“rescue the perishing”.
Senator Hale.
and pool table—secondShall economy in our public
Sixth.
hand; in good condition. Will be sold
affairs prevail? Let the voters of Maine
Ha ucock County l*olitics.
very low. Address Geo. 1. Grant, box 275, oi
take a hand in that matter, too, and make call at American office, Ellsworth.
An Ellsworth special to the Lewiston
the effort to secure servants who will care
Journal says:
for their interests.
A,
EHantrti.
The war talk has not drowned out politics in
Hancock county by any means. Elmer F. King
Face to Face.
IRL to make pants and vests.
W. H.
man is already In the Held as a candidate for
Jf Parker Clothing Co., Ellsworth.
Pasadena, Cal., April 7, 1898.
sheriff, and will make an active canvass. Sher- To the Editor
of The American:
iff L. F. Hooper will, of course, be a candidate
As I was walking along the sidewalk toSpecial Notices.
for re-election, and what other candidates the
I was most happily surprised to meet
several months intervening between now and day,
NOTICE.
Blaisdell and
his
caucus-time will bring forth, is a matter of spec- face to face VV. B.
annual meeting of the stockholders
H.
of
R.
Me.
Blaisdell,
of
the
Pond
Water Company will
brother,
Franklin,
ulation.
Long
I did not recognize them, haring never 1 he held at the office of the Hotel Cleaves, Sulfor county attorney, ueorge
K fuller, of
livan, Hancock county, Maine, on Wednesseen them before, but they knew me by
Southwest Harbor, is named as a candidate.
day, the fourth day of May, a. d. lt,98, at a
my “Wooster look ’.
o’clock in the forenoon, for the
The precedent has been established of allowing
purpose of
1 soon took them to the homes of my
electing a hoard of directors, clerk and treasthe Incumbent of the office two terms, so that “down east'’ friends and
acquaintances; urer of said company, and acting upon any
usually there has been little opposition on the and so I learned much of the doings and other business which may properly come before said meeting.
second term. I tut 1 his year there are indications weal of that good people, who in that
Per'order,
Charles P. Simpson,
that the precedent will be disregarded, ami early day, in large measure, circumstanced
Clerk of said company.
and conditioned my then young life.
Dated April 18, a. d. 1898.
County Attorney Bunker will not be allowed to
I am always glad to meet friends from
capture the second term without a struggle. If the old home country, even if I did not
Mr. Fuller starts the ball a-rolling, it is safe to know them there.
Since I
left those
atifacrtiscmcnts.
say there will be other candidates in the field shores nearly a quarter of a century has
done
its
in
before election.
Two are already mentioned—
great work
remoulding and
YNWOOD
F. GILES,
Henry Boynton, of West Sullivan, and B. E. recasting the mind of man; and thus civilization is richer and broader and genius
Tracy, of Winter Harbor, who were in the race
more potent.
P. G. Wooster.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
two years ago.
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expensive occupants, to say nothing of the
other evils caused by rum, which “H” so f reenian mill.
armed with massive volumes of science truthfully and eloquently depicts.
In addition t*» these operation* a force oi
We investigate other matters of greatly stone-cutter* Is splitting material f<>r the cul
and natural history, were unable to do
many tavors nave come to u^.
small pox, vert* on tliis section of tin- road, and In some
importance, from
better.
It resembles a whale, but w hales inferior
Glvon at the 1-\i< utive Chamber. at Augusta,
this twenty t.Mirth day of Mnrrh. in the y ear have no
iu-tanee* the work of construction l* under
big dorsal fin; it is not a shark, malaria, fevers, humors, away down to
of our Lord one thou-and fight hundred
A force of men and teams is also at
and ninety eielit, and of the indej'enilenet* of for sharks (political sharks excepted) gypsy moths, and scale insects, and apply way
tiie I'nited states of America the one bun
heroic remedies when needful, with the work widening the grade where the track
have no blow-hole; it is not a “puffing
dred and twenty second.
crosses the town road at Dunbar'* carding mill.
most beneficial results.
for Jhov
twn
yoty
of
taofh
Why not the To effect this
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
change the highway will dlvt rgc
while the Bucksport monster ha- only same with the more harmful “drink
By the Governor
from its present course and the hank nn the
IIykon I»o\ i>, secretary of State.
VVVii- Tint rn.it ...it
nln.r.u. that
one set.
It was finally shipped to Bannorthern side is being removed and appropriis so infecting a great many of our citi- ated towards
gor, where it will go on exhibition as a
widening the embankment at the
Cheap Newspapers.
mortheir
their
health,
zens; destroying
crossing.
‘•what-is-it”.
The newspaper which has no uniform
and
als, their usefulness,
disappointing
There w hs a In aring in Filsworthyesrate for advertising space, and is satisthe hopes of their friends?
Senator Hale's Speech.
fied to take what it can get for it, is a
Third. ‘‘It can't lx done”? How silly! terday before t he State railroad conimisSenator
Hale's speech in the Senate!
cheap advertising medium, and the ad- last
When we can cope with the mightiest sioners on petit ion of the Washington
Saturday night was one of the moat j
vertiser need expect nothing but cheap
.iiityrai road fur the change of location
rebellion on earth, stand «»ff the powers of
and
made
impressive
strongest speeches
of a road at t lit* Batcht bler place.
results.—Law re uce burg (Ind.i Press.
The
in that body during the historic debate! the rest of the world, compel respect of
com miss: or it r, appeared in the inour rights and our demands;
we, the county
on the war resolut on. says the Washingt < rest of t lie people.
War Seems Inevitable.
ton correspondent to the Bangor Com- most powerful nation on earth, cannot
Objection to the proposed ‘hinge was
The President has signed the joint mercial.
reach out and arrest so mean a sneak as
made because by the change the highway
will
vend
a poison to a
sot
resolution passed by Congress and it
poor
helpless
It had been the senator’s
intention
who is unable to control his appetite would run parallel with and close to the
becomes law.
not to
participate in the debate at
1
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expect to see the iron
horse snorting through this town.
The bridge contractor Iirh ordered hie
outfit of timber for pile-drivers. Among
the pieces are two sticks to be 10x10, 4li
feet in length each. The contractor ex-
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they are able to
they ought to do.
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they will not do,

Men must decide what
and then

work,

Franki.in, April lb (special)
warm days of spring appear,

West

gated. 1 would, with all due seriousness
and respect, submit these questions:
First.
Why not treat this “drink
habit” as a contagion, an infection, a

battleship

over

| present

sanitary phase, in which light I think the
question should be studied and investi-

the

trip

a

Fish wardens—John F. Gray, Sedgwick ;
Frank M. Trundy, Stonington; Benjamin
Howard, Deer Isle; Samuel P. Cousins.
East Lamoine.
Justice of t lie peace and quorum- Fred
P. Sargent, South Gouldsboro.

a
new board of officers—or some
WORK BEGUN AT CHERRYFIELD.
If any create
oughly manned and equipped.
one of the many boards, commissions, in| The Cherryfield Times throws up its !
Spanish warships attempt to invade our I
or agents, salaried servants of the
hat, figuratively speaking, and announces
fair land the faudangoes will be blown so spectors
of whom, no doubt, would with a hurrah that work on the railroad
high they can count the lamp-posts in populace, any
be tumbling over each other in their zeal
has begun in Cherryfield.
The Time*
the New Jerusalem.”

cil, 1 do appoint
In the year of our Lord
hundred and ninety eight,

in

day from

'spring cleaning

Haut.

1

In deference to the practice of the early settlers of New England, and following a prece
dent that has obtained ever since Maine was admitted into the Union ot States, and also with
the advice and consent of the Executive Coun-

of

behind

Hrlng Opened I p all Along
the Line.
Work is being opened up all along the
line. Contractor Kenefick returned MonWork Is

nuisance, if you please, an “infamous
that would put the
malady”—anything
ing
matter in its true light a dangerous malvessels are being repaired and will be all
inimical to the health and safety and
A new ady,
ready for service in a few days.
of any community wherein I
battleship is nearly completed at Dyer’s prosperity
has gained a footMines and torpedoes are being the baneful disorder
Point.
pects to he at the mill pond in about
hold, or rather never lost it?
he will surprise
‘three weeks and says
laid from Hatch’s Point to Bething isSecond. Why not institute an inquiry us when he
gets here.
land, and from the island to Butler’s
board of health—no need to
Point. The fort at Butler’s Point is thor- through the
orders.

Day

to the victors

“The steam

‘Hoister’ is ready for

the 28th

had

West.

the

has been elected mayor of the little city
lie is a repubof Norway, Michigan.

talk.

Thursday,

has

man

in

In

Intemperance a Disease.
Haven, Maine, April 3,1898.
To the Editor of The American:
1 have read with much interest the letter
of your Penobscot correspondent, “H,” on
the three important questions which are
now, or should be, engaging the attention
of the people of Maine.
As a life-long
republican 1 heartily endorse his views
upon these questions, and 1 regret that
I cannot with equal ability emphasize
and impress upon the public the great
importance of at least one of these issues
—the question of prohibition.
This matter has been before the people
a long time, in
almost all the phases
which such a question could presentmoral suasion, restriction, license, prohibition all with the exception of the

busiuess.

’Tsfacrtiarmmta.

Nominations by the Governor.
a large list of nominations recently
made by Gov. Powers, are the following
in Hancock county:
Trial justice—A. J. H. Turner, Isle au
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Bridge,
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undersigned hereby gives notice
his appointment
I''HE
assignee of the
of
as

of
os-

Henrv M. HuU, Barlow Hall, othniel
Hall and Lorenzo I). Foster, of Ellsworth,
m said
county, as partners doing business in
,lie partnership name
m’u
H. M. & B. Hall, and also as
individuals,
insolvent debtors, who have been declared insolvent upon their own
bv the court
petition
of insolvency for said
county of Hancock.
Chahlks H. Emery, assignee.
tate
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large that only capitalists
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ELLSWORTH MAN SAYS COUNTS

EXTENSIVE COAL FIELDS IN CP-RIVE1
PLANTATIONS
“THERE’S MONEY
IT” SAYS M. S. SMITH.
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When you find a
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all

TERM.

would

men

were only half as virtuous
tend!—Madame Le Strange.

EXPECTED THE PRESENT WEEK

Kealizing this fact, the prospector lost
time trying to interest local
capital-

no

IS FULL OF IT.

flow

man

feel
as

if

they

FREE BAPTIST.

tlint wants to do

is safe to

consider you

ists in the matter; but communicated the
have struck a pig-headed
chap.
results of his explorat ions to a millionaire TRYING THE
|
FOUR DAWES BROTHERS
BORN.
New Yorker who lias invested consider-!
—ONE OR TWO MORE
CIVIL
A I.I.KN
At Sedgwlek, April 8, to Mr and Mrs
ably in real estate in this section of Maine !
CASES TO BE TRIED.
•lollii W A lien, a daughter.
and who has been a regular summer vis- i
I* It A (j I n i\
\t Franklin, April 12, to Mr and
itor to Hancock county.
The capitalist !
Airs Harvey It Bragdon, a daughter.
THE COURT.
became Interested and preparations for
BROWN At Siiitv. April 12, to Mr and Mrs
I’n,“h!lng Just tee A nhuew F. Wiswell.
Joseph Brown, a daughter.
'easing «ome of the explored Helds were! Clerk—John F. Knowi.ton.
BltooKs-- \t Fllsworth, April 15, to Mr and
run, only to be stopped by the million- I
County Attorney—J. K. Bunker, Jh.
.Mrs Charles M ftrooks, a soil.
■Sheriff— Lewis F. Hooper.
airt
”'g for Europe on account of !
CARTFR
\t Sedgwlek.
j
April 10. to Mr ami
Crier—William It. Hiooins, Bar Harbor.
Mrs Ithemar Carter, a son. |<
failing health. This was in the fall j
harlesA.j
F. W. Lunt, Tremont: Allarh FATON- At I leer I
Deputies—
tie. A pril 17, to Mr and Mrs
of 1S95.
< har'es K Faton. a
Staples, Orlaml; John M. Vooei.i., Castlne;
daughter.
Of course this was a sad
disappoint- Robert R. Joy, Gnuhtshuro; E. L. Haskell, FCLLFRToN \ t FIDworth, March :5I, to Mr
ment to tlie I. sworth man but he did
jind Mr- ( IiIToi’d Fullerton, a daughter.
Deer Isle.
Jordan
\t Waltham. April B, to Mr and Mrs
not lose all In pe nor think the outlook
Stenographer—C. O. Barrows, Portland.
F11 lot .Iordan, a son.
too dark for success.
He corresponded
Messenger—John T. silvy.
HI 1 (.’III .Nsi
At stonlngion, April 1»», to Mr
with h firm of Pennsylvania coal miners
and Mrs \\ illlain Stone llutehinson, a son.
The business of the term will probably NFVlI.I.s m | ii-w<irth, April IS, to Mr and
and soon their representatives were sent
Mr- William Neville, a
be finished within the present week. The
Hazel
to look at tire tields.
daughter.
Flithc.J
They were especially satisfied with the Dawes cases are now being tried. Each of O’RFI I.I.V At Winter Harbor, April 18, to Mr
and Mrs Theodore O’Reilly, a son.
surface indications in Greenfield and tried the four Dawes brothers has several inOSHOOD
\t FI Is worth,
dictments to answer to, and it is underto get a lease of tire whole
April 14, to Mr and
township. But
Mrs Fred II Osgood, a son.
stood each case will fie contested. One or
the owners thought they could see a
good
I‘HIM.IPS-At FIIsworth, April 18, to Mr and
two
more
civil cases remain on the docket
Mrs Pearl Phillips, a son.
thing in it for themselves if they could
to be tried.
work their plans rightly and
IMPFR—At FHsthrook, April 14, to Mr and Mrs
they deJohn Piper, a son.
GUPTILL
VS.
JOY.
clined to lease the
property. The miners
PKRKINs- \t Penobscot, April 1:1, to Mr and
refused to take any other section and so
Guptill vs. Joy et als.y the Gouldsboro
Airs I W Perkins, a son.
the land still remains in its former conland case which occupied three days in
RFFD-At Fast Franklin, April 1», to Mr and
dition.
It Is nearly ail timber 'and.
Mrs Levi W Reed, a son.
Since that time, however, Mr. Smith trial, was given to the jury late Friday
RFMICK At Fllsworth, April 14, to Mr and
and a friend, E. E. ITrann, of Franklin, afternoon. Saturday morning the jury
Mrs Oscar Itcmlck, a daughter.
|
Pa., joint ly obtained a lease of the mining ! reported a disagreement.
RFFD— At West Treinont, April 1(5, to Mr and
privileges of t he township for a term of
Mrs Benjamin Reed, a daughter.
SECOND
TRAVERSE
JURY.
four years; and they are
ready to turn! The second traverse
over their rights there to
jury organized Friany mining j
WAItlCIKI).
corporation willing to nay a reasonable j day by electing John li. VVis well, of Ellsroyalty to the lessees. The cost of get- j worth, foreman.
A I.I.KN RFDM A N At Sedgwick, April <J, hv
tirig coal to Bangor from Greenfield1
Rev FS Drew, MissSu-de M
Alien, of SedgGRAND JURY REPORTS.
would tie so small after a short railroad
wick, to Frank M Redman, of Old Orchard.
|
j
hcen built, that it seems not
improti- | The grand jury rose Thursday afternoon liFRRlsil-.Joy At Winter Harbor, April !»,
j able that coal
could be carried from the and reported twenty-seven
I'.V Rev Kruierick W Hager, Miss (iertrude O
indictments,
mine and unloaded at
(ierrish to Hollis F Joy, Doth of Winter HarBangor for ?1 a ton fourteen for larceny and thirteen for rebor.
or less even t han t his.
Of these twentyM AN'SHI FLD HA I.L At Bueksport. \ pril III,
While the war rumors are commanding ! ceiving stolen goods.
so much consideration all over the couuby Rev William For-ylh, Mr- Mien F Mans
six were against the four Dawes brothers,
j
Held, of Verona, to (borge M Hall, of Lowell.
try and the question of obtaining coal 1 of Tinker’s Island.
John Arthur, David I’INKHAM -THOMAS
—At Sionington, April
j for ships of war is demanding no little and Charles
each must answer to six
K, by John F Mimll, esq, Mr- Clara A Pinkattention, t tie fact that we have in our j
<.t
ham,
to James Thomas, of
su.nington,
own State the resources for
supplying at i indictments for larceny and five for reSwan’s I-land.
leant a part of the coming demand has an
RICH A I: I '-ON SM A LI.IlMiF
\t Mt Desert,
added interest. There m no likelihood,
merits t he^e three brothers are indicted
April 17. by 'I I, Allen, esq, Mi-s Laura Ftta
t hough, t hat the foiled States will imve
Richard-on to Nathan Irvin Smallidge, both
to open new mines to supply tier
ot .Mt De-ert
ships of jointly. Joseph escapes comparatively
war.
There is coal enough in thesta'e
easy, with only live indictments against
of Pennsylvania to feed t lie tires of in1)1 HI).
him—three for larceny and two
for
dustry, and to answer t tie domestic needs 1
receiving stolen goods.
of all t tie world for the next fifty years.
’•I'NKKIl
U Bar Harbor, April 12, Mi
Maiv
K Bunker, a get! 55 earThe other indictment is against Chester
1 i'oiii this r»up!':y, enough to
replenish
the hunkers
„'\MI’BKI I
\f
t our Beets would not be
B. Small, of Deer Isle, for larceny.
"-ali-bury Cove, April lb,
Fayette ( ampbell, aired gf years.
great ly missed.
HAT I’RDAY.
I KTLSo
\i Burk-port., April III, Wesley Curif
flu*
Hancock
and
Penobscot
was
a
in
court.
The
tis, aged
Saturday
quiet day
yi ar-, H) iiionili-, *; days.
county deposits are to be opemd it w ill
tie
\ATt>N
\r
We-t Tiernont. April 12, Lettie
o
t
|
(even
eases
h*>
on
the
for
local mardocket
the week ;
undoubtedly
supply
Frunees, Infant daughter of Mr and Mrket. The coal 's | her*- in (irecntield and
liad been disposed of, only one being 1
Frank Katioi.
in townships 32 and 39. over which Mr.
ried.
A It 1)A -At
Smith holds royalty leases.
Burksport, April Pi, .Tames >
He is, of
Haruy, aged > 2 years, d month-, 27 dav
Both juries were
excused
cu]r-e, anxious to have operations begin
Saturday
I.OWKLL
\t Buck-port. April 15, Mi—
on t tie h is- (| lands.
\u
The co-t of mining,
norning—the first jury until Tuesday; gu-ta \\
Lowell, aged 21 \eai-, 1 month, 2
reckoned by the ton of output, will tie
ind theseeond jury until Monday.
days.
small.
Ex-Gov. Mavis, over whose land
\r stoidnuton,
There was no session of court Saturday j dLlllTHKW
April 15, Mrthe r iiway from t hi mines to t he M. ('.
Martha
II
Merlthew, aged tig year-, ti
It. It. would pass, had offered a
ifternoon.
fret*
monttis, 27 days.
to
miners
At
the
for
right-of-way
price
THE DAWES TRIAL.
iF.MK K
At
F.ll-wortli, April M. inf,ant
w hich t tie e.ial could he sold, the demand
daughter *d't urar M and Julia K Kemick.
The trial, or trials, of the four Dawes
for it even in Bangor would tie enormous.
J \ IB. I N F \t sedgwiek, April •>, Bci jaiuin W
brothers, of Tinker's island, who have; Sargent. ag> 1 71 year-, .‘1 month-, is day-.
several indict merits to answer to, began
—

Ellsworth, April
there
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wan n
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19.
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in greet

discovered
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some
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Some weeks sgr
in tin* i.. \h

current

rumor

Uiu

townships

said that

was

been found rich

precious deposit
were negotiating

and

that

id

acre*

in

the

speculators

for big tracts of land
Which had been held almost wot tides* up
to this time.
Little credence was given the story by
Ells worth

Tiny were too
mining scares to

people.

experience

of

old

in

take

a

without a discount on its face
value. Rut there was more foundation
for this elaborate fiction than was supposed.
Coal beds measured by the mile lie in
Hancock and Penobscot counties, waiting to be mined. If good advices are to
be believed, bituminous coal could
be
sold at a profit to the miners, for .*3 a
rumor

Bangor,

ton landed in
that would
The

who

think

what

Maine!

to

mean

man

Just

holds

keys

the

to the

is M. S. Smith, a well-known
businessman of this city, who Iihh had
considerable experience ns a miner, and
whose principal avocation through life
lias been the pursuit of geological research. Mr. Smith is ready to turn his
keys, which, by the way, are in the form
of bonds and deed*, into the keeping of
coal beds

any fair-dealing capitalists who
work the ore-bearing lands.

The facts

by

set forth

as

by

terview

him

wish

in

to

in-

an

the

Whig correspondent are
given below. Mr. Smith is not the man
to commit to print statements
behind
which he will not stand.
Ho has every
reason for speaking the truth.
The liuding of coal happened while
Mr. Smith was searching for a different
mineral.
In
August, 1890, a story
reached him that in Lead mountain in
township 28 of Hancock county, tlie Indians who once dwelt in the region hail
found a mineral supposed to have been
native lead, lie arranged liis affairs at
home ami started
the

exploration of
its yield.
In
his
mountain was not rightly

mountain

opinion
named, for
its

was

for

an

and

trace of the mineral which

no

namesake

found.

was

The

prospector thinks that perhaps the indians struck native

mountain
visited

a

silver.

He gave tininspection and also

thorough
12

township

and

the

southern

part of township 26, prospecting all the
while.
In

township

found.
ft

3^

On the

strip

of

first

the

coal-field

a

miles

long, known as the “Farrar strip”,
found to be a veritable coal-bed, so
far as surface indications could tic fol-

was

lowed.

He learned from
the river that

some

a man

friends up

of his

named Madden while

digging a well on his farm in Greenfield, a township in Penobscot county,
•and only about twenty-five miles from
had

struck

coal

at

of

Bangor,
depth
twenty feet below the surface. Madden
was

forced to abandon

count

of

well

presence of

the

Investigation proved
of Greenfield

the

was

that

rich in

a

a

on

ac-

miueral.

the

great portion

deposits

of coal.

The heat giving mineral was found on
the surface in a swale and in a level field;
and a half mile to the east of the farm
owned by Prince A. Hall coal had cropped
out upon the ground.
This coal was found in

running

at

least

seven

part of

miles

vein

a

northeast

being a mile In width.
Mr. Smith prospected this region carefully. In his opinion it is a large coal
field.
Nothing has been done toward getting any of the deposit except where it

and southwest and

cropped

out in

sight,

which does not

hap-

with frequency.
The out-cropping was all of bituminous
coal.
At Greenfield Mr. Smith was told
pen

of it had been

some

calk

to a

coal

as

used

to

weld

a

toe-

Beside the proof of
by the surface deposits,
bespeaking the presence
petroleum was seen by

horseshoe.
shown

blackened grass
of mineral oil

o

prospector; and he was
boiling spring in the locality
by the flowing into it of

the

told

that

a

spoiled
petroleum,
which could be skimmed from the spring.
From the nature of coal deposits it is
not possible to tell by surface indications
was

may be mined in a certain
there is doubtless a vast amount
of the mineral in the sections which Mr.
Smith visited. He has gone to considerhow much coal

area

but

able expense to obtain surveys, maps, and
bonds for leases of the ore-bearing townhe regards as a continuation
New Brunswick coal fields.
A natural question is, “Why have not
the deposits been mined?” To this there
The all-important
are several answers.
consideration is the great expense attendant on the operations. Mr. Smith is
not a man of wealth and he did not then

ships, which
of the

r

have,

nor

opening

has he now, funds available for
work. The first outlay is so

the

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Monday

1Continued from page 1.)
t hot)

on

previous

occasions.

Brewer, ami begged

,\

n

M**

whs

iti

ight's lodging <>f

rt nets the

acquaintance. In t be morning he atforcibly to dispossess t he rigiitful
proprietor. There was trouble, and the

an

ire

brought

ifternoon

ng
lot

lUil

A

CONGREGATIONAL.

David L. Yale, pastor.
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday morning worship at 10.30. Sermon by Rev. C. 1,. Parker of the Maine
missionary society. Sunday school at
11.15. People’s service at 7 o’clock.
Rev.

METHODI8T

K PLSCOPAL.

Rev. /. //. W. Wharf?, pastor.
On Friday evening at 7.15 general
prayer
meeting, in charge of the Epworth

league.
Sunday morning worship at 10.30 with
sermon by the pastor, followed bv
Holy
Communion. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior league at 3.30.
Praise and prayer ser-

"ch F..r. -ter,

Havey, lloekland

State

Maine Central Railroad.
Commencing Nov. 14, 1897,
rRAINS RUN AS FOLLOWS:
BAR

one,

and it is feared the

Joseph
1’he

Our Mail Order

Department

^

send to

ou can

for

us

tory

any goods not
may be returned.

is alert for

anything in our
proving satisfac-

Anticipating your demands we
just opened some rare good values in

DRESS

HANCOCK

and David

tried

ordered

State St., Ellsworth.

not

guilty.

morning

ttiis

stolen

on

have

GOODS

Arthur,
trial

David

on an

and

>ld \ pr Pi. -ch Ann c Stuart, Kay, with stone
’rom F Bradbury for Bo-ton
>id Apr 17. sch Angola, with lumher from
Vlaooinber Bros for New York

not

Charles

Boston —Shl Apr It!, seh Fred

are

sor, N B
.si.i Apr

nf

cases on

the

of

the

list

up

record

assigned

disposal
to

noon

2628.

Guptill

Joy. Tracy, King; I)easy,
Jury disagreed.
Ilcrlihy v Vi'ooley. Googlns; Wood.
v

Wood.

251*5.
2319.
2514.
25*59.
2*533.

23<50.
2563.
2366.
1170.
!326.
'*>50.

376.
•79.
*5**7.
620.
658.

|

Neither partv.
Bartlett v Tinker. Giles; Hale A Hamlin.
Continued
Stuart v Goddard A Hunt.
Googlns,
Clark. Neither party.
l’erkln* v Bi**ct. f ollows; Stuart. Dfendunt defaulted.
Smith
Daigle. Googiu-; Clark. Plain
titr non -nit.
Hancock <
l*uh. Co. v Smith. Burn
ham. Martin A Cook. Defendant d.
faulted.
Jov v Martin.
Con
Stuart; Hurley.
tinued.
Moore.
G»*rr>
Giles; King. Neither
party.
Moore v Gerry.
King; Giles. Neither,
parly.
Breweivv Kennedy. Clark; Wood. Continued.
Scainiiion v Williams.
Giles; Peter*.
Neither party.
Soper v ,\ me*.' chase; Fellows. Defend-,
ant defaulted for 1 cent.
Wednesday, April JO.
Phillips v Eaton. Peter*; Deasy.
Conury v Sawyer. Hale A iiumlin; King.
Hersom v Smith. Wood; Uoblnson. De
fendunt defaulted for #3s.
Cunningham v Warren. Hale A Hamlin
Fellow*. Littlefield, (.'ontinued.
French v Kkstrom. French; Clark.
Thursday, .4 pri 1 J1.
Bank v Spofford. I light; Fellows. Con
tinued.
o

1

There is no fact more observable in
iterature than
how
beautiful
many
hings have been said about man in the
bstract, and how few about men in

>articular.—Madame Le Strange.

People

seem

not to

j on of the world

see

that their

opin-

confession of
< haracter.
We can only see what we arc,
t nd, if we misbehave, we
suspect others.
Horrified Parent—Marie, your doll rags
( over the whole floor.
What am 1 to do:
I Ticoneerned
Daughter
Step around
1 hem, mamma.
Make way for the litter
f the noble Marie!
Parent (sotto voce)
-That’s what comes of letting her read
Quo Vadis”!
is

also

a

A ork

M \\ Havkn
Pintail, Darien
Mw Yi*uK

—

"'lines

Ar

Ar A

Apr 14, Hch Henry Crosby,
pr 15, sclis

sound; Ulendy

Myronus, ChalBurke, Mumvood,

Provi»eace
I Apr Id, sell Northern Light, Bn-.‘on
\rApr 11, sell tieurgietta, Peterson, Provlbnee
\r \pr IT. -eh- Florence Leland, SpoiVord,
I- niandiiia ; Maud Miart, Lowell,.! li Holden,
a in! P.pe Kaniire/, .Iordan, Jack-oiiviHe
ii
AAi". ASS! I -Ar Apr 14, sch M C Mwr-cley,
IIrow n, Philadelphia
KN
Passed
Yl.M-.AAUD H
Apr IT. sell
n
N Picket in;:,
Feri.andina lor Boston;
'I n
Augusta, front New York
-:
Apr 14, sell Jonathan Cone, Sullivan for
iivertou
Ar
Apr Is, sells Herald of the Morning,
.nvii’s Landing for New York; AVt:lister Bar
ia d. for Bangor
Pnitri.AM) Ar Apr i". -< lis Harvest Home,
me-, P.o-ton ; Sumiu 'Ml-on, Healh, Boston ;
Ala ry F (.'uslinian. Be\ ••rly
Ha Minn—>ld Apr Is, sell Lunet, Penobscot
uni New York
>a \ annAll—Shi
Apr Id, sell Hem, Foss, for
iardiner

1 ortland.

\ merit- in
Novell y
Dress
‘»«mmIs in choice lino of col
coml.illations and newest styles for spring.
Tln ir are ~ever.il line* and aggregate the liest
as-orf incut ot
goods we have ever shown.

IruggiiU.

are

To

A.

m. a.

M.

8 00
11 20

,1 on
M

I*.

v.

M.

r.
NGOR.
j.,
h 40
4 35
<5 50
iangor, F.\. St.
8-551 4 40
r. 57
n.v
4 47
! Irewer Junction.
lolden.
n 4o
-7 17
f5 07
I Igery’s Mill..
-n 45.
I •ake HOU e.
\< 50
7
15 13
Iree>
Bake.
7 ;j in u »i f5 21
deolin
7 4i MO JO
5 30
ills worth Falls
7 54 10 40
5 40
BI.'U .KYI..
II un!
7
5 45
'rankiln Koad.
s
U 11 3s!
5 57
I lancoek.
IK 11 ,50 f6 05
« 08
23 ]•> no.
Yaukeair, Sul. I'y.
It I>esert Ferry..
s 30 12 in
6 15
; ullivan.
50.
..

At 29c Vd.

An

IUu,nl

XI i\In

res

.X Ssorl inent of
and Checks—ev

tv piece de-irahle.
Price ~houl(i he
till closed will la* sold at J'.ic.

higher hut

..

_

At 39c Y(i.
J

11 ;""U'»i"e ISil.vadere
tvli-ii
( hocks, and

Novelty Mixturei—great

of

in.'

Stripes,
a

>

com

orrent.

value tor

BAR H ARBOR.

tStop

ditferent and distinct
Press Poods at this
finest collection of
put on our counters.

Tutdve

on

signal

a 55

100

7 00

notice to Conductor.

or

These train* .onnect at Kang or, with through
rains on Maiti Bine to ami lr<.m Portland, Boson and st. 1..hn.
Tickets for All Points South and West
>n sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

111

price. making
ji"polar
ha I l-doilar goods ever

the

a-iri
M ij ••-, .■storm *m ges.
Poplin \ eh> inch liievrie .suiting*, and manv otli
*ome
ol them almost exact
~tyle-,
j
copies of
high-priced goods. .Toe. yd.
er

Ellsworth.

Passe'-ngers are rcque-ted to procure tickets
entering tlie train, :.».• 1 especially EUsto h'n.i-nnd h alls to A'!!-\vorth.
(iKORCK V. EVANS,
GenM Manager.
r- E. Booth BY, GenM Pass. and Ticket Ag’t.
adore

vorth
< >'<*•"■ One* ,-it It,I*
At 58c vd.
1
\ igoreaux
p'-tec.
>ultings,
silk and Wool mixtures, etc —goods chat should
bring TV*, per yd., hu» under our small profit
system will In* sold at f,So. yd.

SEND

FOR

BOSTON

SAMPLES.

AND

BANCOR

Steamship Company.

With every Wool dress pattern bought of us
give free the best quality cambric, lining.
XVe send goods express prepaid to any express oflicc in New England when money comes
with order by mail, if order amounts to $5.00 or
we

S1’I{ I NO

SCHEDULE.

Regular Fares..

more.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT
1*011X1.AN I),

ME

LOTS OF
NEW CUSTOMERS
one

j
\

reault of my advice

begin the new year right
by trading with me; nobody regrets it, nobody

Steamer “M-t. I>esert”, Cunt. F. B. Winterotliam, leave-* Bar Harh%>r, Tuesdays, Thurs.
ays and Saturday- at 1 no p in, via Seal Haror, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and
Green’- Banding), for Rockland,
lonington
onneeting with steamer “City ot Bangor” lor
loston.

to

can,

because I

RETURNING.
From
u>

<

Trade with
I

GENERAL

K. S.

old
is

creasing

and sell

My

stand.

constantly
because

in-

!

j

keep !

1

them at the

RIGHT PRICES.

M. J. DRUMMEY,
(West end Unloi^rlvcr bridge)
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE,

LORD
excellent stock of

FIXE CARRIAGES.
He gives good bargains.

Call

if he can’t suit you. A lot
or sell.

of second hand to hire

NEW WAREHOUSE.
S.
South street,

Mgr., Boston.

1

RIGHT GOODS

see

Supt., Boston.

William H. Mill, GenM

the

and

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

a

the

trade

an

J.

STORE,
at

Has

m.

Calvin Austin, GenM

...

GROCERY

at 3 n

s

itrmmney.

keep

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri.

From Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
aturdaya at {about; 5 p 111.’

that

prove

it pays to

I’orlu.

the most inventive peothem have been issued
marly 600,000 patents, or more than onehird of all the patents issued in the
vorld. No discovery of modern years has
>een of greater benefit to mankind than
1 'hainberlain’s
Colic, Cholera and Diarho a Remedy, or has done more to rekwe pain and suffering. .J. W. Vaughn,
»f Oakton, Ky., says: “I have used ChamK-rlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhcea
Remedy in my family for several years,
uid find it to be the best medicine 1 ever
ised for cramps in the stomach and
towels.” For sale by G. A. PARCHES,
Americans
>le on earth.

5 59

1 \

•r

;

—

M a id la— At Feb 12, ship Wirt H Smith,
’■I'ovvii, for Flitted States
Mostkvideo-Ar Apr 14, bark .Julia, Heed,
•a'oinr Pass
Im;mekaha—in port Mar 30, sell Jennie F
A'iliey, Bulger, lor .san Bias coast

M.
7 no

t loston.

At 2 5c Yd.
J

•,

Foreign

A. M.
1 40

5 45
9 25

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

_

Gower, Wind-

AMia an Barker and Puritan
\< km»n\ 1 i.i,k—Sid Apr PJ, s‘‘h Abide G Cole,
>
Mw A HI K
"M Apr Is, neb Willie I. Maxwell, Ciott, New

to-day:

M. A. M. P. M.
00
10 30
3 10
10.1 3 45

;

please you in quali-

ty, style and price.

is

17. -eli- H S Collins, Mabel 1C Goss,
Lizzie Lee, Mary Steele, eu-t
A
A pr l>, sch- Susan N Pickering, Haskell,
h
nandina; Pavilion, Johnson, Mt Desert; >
\ Biai-dell, Franklin; (i W Collins, Sullivan
Booiiihav Hakhuk-Shl Apr Pi. sells H Curi-, t. W t ollins, A F Cobh, D T 1’atclKMi, I. A
l.ewi-, Bloomer and Yietery

indictment for

THE ASSIGNED LIST.

Following is the

fail to

H

’ortlanit.
ioston.

diia

an

goods.
of

verdict

a

—

COUNTY.

found

larceny
from the store-house of F. VV. JLunt at
West Tremont.

proposed

IN

morn-

which cannot

7

orrento.
It. Desert Ferry.
faukeag, Sul. Fy.
lancock.'.

business -waiting the word from you.
line and

JAR HARBOR.

uliivan.
4 io
s 30 ]] 20
4 35
s 40 11 27
4 42
s 45 'll 30|
4 45
’rankiln Road.
s 57 II 38
4 55
L LSWORTH.
9 22 II 52
5 10
Ills worth Falls.
0 300157;
5 35
Mi 4“ +12 091
iicolln.
5 30
Ireen Lake...
!•■ 0.5+12 17 t5 40
•ake House. HO 15 M2 \5 +5 48
Tory’s Mill. +10 20. f5 51
lolden.
10 30 +12 31
5 55
•rower Junction.
H U"
12 -is 0 ]..
II io 12 57
iangor, Kx.St.
0 22
iANGOR, M. C. II 15 1 00 6 25

ALL READY.

Domestic Ports.

John

This is the second in the course of lectures arranged by Rev. D. I.. Yale.
Prof.
Rogers’ subject will be “What Government Means’’, a subject on which tie is
qualified to apeak as an authority. He is
the author of a valuable contribution to
the civil government literature of the
day, “Our System of Government.” The
subject should prove a
particularly
interesting one at this stirring period in the history of this government.
to change
It was at one time
t his lecture for one on “Venice”, but so
many were in favor of the lecture on government t hat Mr. Yale decided not to
make the change.

BICYCLES

guilty

was

court

now on

arm

our

o

guilty.

On Thursday evening at the Uongregational church Prof. Allen E. Rogers, of
the University of Maine, will lecture.

at

Tuesday
indictment, and
tried

was

indictment for receiving

24.V5.

improvement. Call

Hancock County Ports.
Hi.i:kiiii.L— Ar Apr Is, -eh Hazel Dell, Guffy,
load -tone for the Bluehlll Granite Co
WHsT SULLIVAN —Ar Apr 12. schs May
jueen, Grunt, from Mt Desert Ferry; Ann C
Stuart, Ka>, Bar Harbor
sid Apr 12, schs David Faust, for New York,
vith stone for Hooper, Havey A Co
Sid Apr Id, seh- Sarah A Blai-dell, Farrell,
Hoston, with curbing for T M Blaisdell, Frank
in; ti W ( olilhs, Grant, for Boston with stone
'rom A Abbott
sid Apr 14, seh C B Wood, Stanley, New
York, with stone trom Hooper, Havey & Co
shl Apr 15, sell Mary C Stuart, Bickford, with
•urldng from ( rabtree A Havey for Philadcl-

Monday

indictment, and

similar

a

similar

on a

were round

Dr. Douglass reduced the

prejudice

on

tried

was

iictment for larceny from the Brooklin
John Arthur and Charles
{range store.

Herbert, the eight-year-old son of
Austin M. Foster, who some months ago
broke his left arm while coasting, met
with a similar accident Monday. He had
..vered from
the
previous accident
without any stiffness or apparent
permanent injury to
the arm, Monday
while playing a larger hoy tripped him
and he fell, breaking the arm just above
the previous break. The injury is complicated by t he nearness of the break to
fracture.

14

HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A.

lour-.

A

arp the only pills to take
r\* a•
rlllS withJiood’sSarsaparilla.

nooa S

ftailroatis anti Steamboats.

l.n

SAILED

West

oarilla

best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.

Is the

aiiicrtiscnuittg.

At 50c vd.

V KI)

Great

Hood’s

vice at 7 p. m.
Everybody invited to
these services.
This will be the last Sunday of Mr.
Wharff’s pastorate here.

the money.

Wednesday, A pr Id

guilty.
David, Charles and John Arthur were
tried jointly Tuesday afternoon on an in-

THE American the bazaar receives its name from the fact that the
booths will be decorated to represents
different nations. Tne ladies in attendance at the booths will be in the costume
On the
of the country represented.
second evening of the bazaar there will
be an entertainment by children.

the previous
may be stiff.

Dawes

guilty.
Joseph Dawes

stated’in

will cost you nothing to inspect thi* remarkable
store; we shall be pleased to show ami explain it.

CO.,

11.45.

Pletline

Port.

I'.H* worth

found

The King’s Daughters are perfecting
arrangements for their bazaar of nations,
which will take place Tuesday and Wednesday, May 3 and 4. As has already been

It

«5c

M A I*INF LIST.

guilty.

Charles

five years, has accepted a more lucrative
position in Brockton. Mass. Mr. Frame
has gone to Massachusetts.
His family
will join him there in a short time. Their
removal will take from the city Master
Walter Besse, the hoy soprano, who has
been quite a favorite with the Fllsworth
He is the adopted son of Mr.
public.

This device accomplishes f..r the hioyrle rider what the springs of a carriage accomplish for
the rider In any modern horse vehicle. All spring devices heretofore incorporated into the cycle,
or total failures, or have .»<• changed In outline,
\cept saddle Bpring-, have proved deficient
appearance of the modern wheel, that as a sure
weight or appearance the trim, light am! irruceful -o
called spring appliances.
ha- arisen adverse to all
result a public

MORRISON, JOY

of

for t he State.

cases

principal witnesses for the
Deputy Sheriff K. W. Hunt, of

found

W. F. Frame, who has been employed
as foreman of the finishing room in the
B. F. Cole
Co. shoe factory for the past

«

|

Hurley,

o

him.

—i
BICYLE
PNEUMATIC CUSHION FRAME.

OF

I'.

Thursday, pr
"*rh Hu.'-a, Bunker, lloekland, staves for (' -1
Fremont, who raided the Dawes’ home at
Tinker’s Island, and who owned some of I'reworgy
Friday, Apr 15
the stolen goods found there; Eugene E. i
Seh Nellie Grant, Hodge, llondout. stave-and
of
the
Brooklin
store,'
L’reethy,
grange
lead-, Whileomi', Haynes A
from which some of the goods
were I
Saturday, A pr If!
Seh Wni Duren, Langley, Weymouth, N S,
and
in
Sheriff
cuswhose
Hooper
hell, of Island Falls, formerly of Fils- stolen,
oad lumber for New York
worth.
Mr (’amp bell
was
summoned
tody the goods have been since the arrest
•I M Kennedy, Hutchins,
llondout, staves,
from Islam! Falls, and
was
with
his! jf the Dawes by Deputy Sheriff Lunt.
A'hltcomb, Haynes A Co,
brother when he (lied.
He was in FilsA
KKI
YED
Arthur
was
John
Dawes
tried Monday
worth this forenoon on his way home. (
Monday, A pr is
ifternoon on one indictment for larceny
IIis many friends here were glad to see
s. ii Samuel Lewi-, Hammond, Boston, merhut
ttie
Had
errand
him.
which from the Brooklin grange store, and ■handise
regret
tor merchants

THE PIERCE

LINE

I).

Hu*

tcninted

414.

LARCEST

afternoon.

Ellsworth, appears for John Arthur and
L'harle.s in each case, and E. S. Clark, of
liar Harbor,
for
David and
appears
Joseph. County Attorney Bunker cou-

aoucrtiscmcnts.

*

Medicine Cives Vigor
and Vitality.
My mother was taken very sick. She
had congestion of the liver and a bad kidney trouble. The prescriptions and medicines she took did not relieve her and she
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She
began taking it and the very next day
she commenced to improve.
She is now
well and she owes it all to Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She praises the medicine very
highly and has recommended it to others.
I had a severe bilious attack and
my
mother advised me to take Hood’s Pills.
1 did so and never took any medicine that
did me so much good.
I have taken
Hood’s Sarsaparilla myself and it gives
me life and ambition.” Mrs. D. A.
Stone,
Remember
Winthrop, Maine.

Regular morning worship with sermon
by the pastor, at 10.30. Sunday school

«

Frame.
a

This

—

a bond of this strip
city marshal was summoned.
Judge
Curtis recommended thirty days in jail.
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co., of Ellsworth
Fayette Campbell, who died at SalisFails, soon after completing bis prospecting tour. The bond is still in bis posses- bury Cove last Friday, was a nephew of
Register of Deeds W. B. Campbell, of
sion.
his eit y, and a brot her of Seth T. CampBut his explorations did not stop here.

Mr. Smith obtained

of

UNITARIAN.

—

—

was

of this township
mile wide and six

It Cured Mother and Made Her
Entjrely Well

Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.

at

Did"

What Hoods

Rev. C. E. Woodcock, pastor.
Friday, 7.30 p. rn., prayer meeting.
Sunday—Preaching at 2 p. m.; Sunday
school at 3 p. in. Gospel service at 7
p. m.
Tuesday, 7.30 p. m., Christian Endeavor
meeting.

—

side

west

woodland

SMjcrtfscmcrits.

CHURCH NOTES.

they pre-

L.

LORD,
Ellsworth.

[,
j|

In Effect April
1K9X.
Steamer “Catherine”, (). A. Croukctt, master,
rill leave Rockland upon arrival of steamer
n.>:n llw-iwii a- followKvery Tuesday ami
'liur-dav lor‘Dark Harbor, Little Deer Isle,
argentville. Deer I-le, >. d.gwiek, Iirooklin,
nd Bluehill.
IlF.TUUMSd
amo days, leaving Bluehill at P2 o'clock, mnk
ng above lamlinus and conneetiug at Roc.klaud
with steamer “City of Bangor" lor Boston.
Leaving Km kland every Saturday am above,
ml stop at all landings, ’including Surry and
illsworth.
Returning Monday, leaving Ellsworth (stage
o Surry) at <, :;o a. m. and Surry at 7 o’clock,
taking all of the above landings, arriving In
tockland about 4 p. in.
l‘ s.
ioio. ■•nring about
May 10, there will
>e a change of schedule, including landing at
lastine.
O.
V. CKOCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
G. H. HIGGINS,
♦Flag landing.
Agent, Ellsworth.
Passengers will he called for by leaving word
t Stevens & Drummev’s stable.

BICYCLES RESTORED
letter have them looked
’hev’ll be needed before
ipring is almost here.

ELLSWORTH
Franklin St.,

tfens!

over
you

and fixed up.
know it, for

BICYCLE

CO.,

Ellsworth.

Hens!

BARRED PLYMOUTH

Hens!
ROCKS.

Eggs for hatching from the best stock
imported into the State.

iver

Subscribe for The American

C.

L.

MORANG.

~j

—

liar

t« not
the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but. it is the only paper that can properly be called a COUNTY paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed

bicycle

A

Eagle

other pages.

Revs. Hefllon and

Piper proved

be of

to

rapidly nearing completion.

missed.

greatly

are

Dixon

extended visit to Mrs. Carrie
other relatives here.

school, arrived home Saturday.
George L. Stebbins and his secretary,

Main

nant

over

boys

in the

use

of firearms at

target prac-

April

a little boy having narrowly escaped
being shot by a stray bullet which sped
across the cove in close proximity to his
head, where he was at play by the water-

tice,

until his brother

came

to

Rumill, superintendent of schools,
spent two days last week in Ellsworth.
Miss Gertrude Lunt has returned from )
PropHnm apnHpmv

U’hprp «hp haw he..n

tending
A

Rev. L.

even-

concert,

Farm.

Bosworth has tendered

M.

his

school.

MS

Ul

linn

I'llUM

delivered last

was

Norwood #ent out for

md Millie
he

The

harbor.

out of the

wind

ncreasing in force.

strongly
kept steadily

blew

and

cove,

When about half-

treat”.
u
a

Easter services were held
at
both
churches here. The sermon and concert at
the Union church was postponed to April
17 that all might enjoy the excellent programme carried out on Easter day at the
Methodist cm arch. The Jloral decorations
and scripture mottoes at both places were
The following numbers
very attractive.
were
finely rendered at Union church

1

owed with all their

f

vail.

f

strength
they decided to land

Then

* lad

Voluntary.

1 ioint

the

t

rue

When lie reached the

girls

calmly

were

digging

s

alt

(

Capt. Sprague
returning by land, and

water.

insisted
took

on

The warlike

Dow lost

J

valuable

a

horse

Mrs. L. J. Sylvester is in Boston

on

I msiness.

the

business,
suffer from either a

the

present state of

too ill to attend the

was

As there

was

sus-

George

p

repared

day.

for the

There

C. H. Ciosson is at home on an enforced
acation caused by rheumatism.

a

tendance

gl

bool, and quite

in Haverhill,

e

large gathering at the
rening
service, which was led by
P. liobbius.
Thursday evening the

Closing hymn.
April 18.

eside there.

t

iree

»

Spray.

Mrs. Dora

building

is

a

coming

hen-

house.

N. A. Hawes will build

a

stable this

on

to

New

Capt. George Blodgett, bead light-keepat “Saddleback”, leaves for that station
Shis morning.
Capt. George Stevens will leave this
week for New Haven to

resume

command

of his steamer.

Currier, of Sargentville, will
R. E. Hagerthy, M. D., the

number each

me

a

Itlueliill.

April

Pensions, *11 n month, have been
granted to the minors of Robert C. Day
and *8 a month to Adelia N. Ferrin.

prettiest

been
of

granted

pension
to Mrs.

|12

n

Pedlers

the coast

of

are

plenty

but eggs

son

Carl

are

are

critically ill.
Capt. (J. W. Herrick

chooner in

2U>uertisnntnt0.

low.

visiting

at

I

he

same as

if there

his

the soil

just

was no

war-cry.
Winslow, who has been absent in
Massachusetts all winter, is expected
about

May

1

Saturday

Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Dose.
Small Pill.
Small Price.

family

has

Bragdon

public

to

arrived

home

Wednes-

woods,

after six

^ ay from the northern
lonths’ sojourn.

excite,

examina-

Sidney

1 leans

everything

1 ave
a

nd

ith

great de-

hoped

the ditti-

ionery

c

f the firm

ir

and

April
}

16.

and
of J.

|

hey will be employed.
April 18.

April

18.

G. B. A.

a

the

present. A pleasant evening was
enjoyed. The proceeds are for the benefit of the society.
S.
April 15.
were

painted

the

of

Boston,

is

the

McFarland and Victor Smith
Harbor this morning, where

for Bar

move

there

Sumac.

soon.

Mrs. Isaiah Turner has returned from
Hsit to her daughters in Madison.
Maurice

Massachusetts,

his

summer.

April 18.

a

Moore and wife will leave soon
where he will work

or

B.

the

raise

tax-payers of

objection

the least

the State
to it.

the

understand

1

that

bandonment of

the

would ad vise t he
of

care

large

our

let hod

suggested of dealing with it,
ould, to my mind, lead up to ttie best

1 Hrt

care

for

the

Treworgy is at home from Bosvisit to his mother, Mrs.Spencer
for

the

funeral

of

H.

Bunker

business

last

as one

of the

Fk

EMULSION

not

laying

his

be just or fair, because he is
proportion of the appropriaion for the care of fish.
The non-resi-

ieut,

who

would

see

that

there

was

in

his

no attempt to take unfair
advantage
him; and the resident, it would seem,
mglit to be willing to pay something for
he preservation of a kind of game which

in Ashville visit-

if

in Ellsworth last

grand jurors.

le

desired to

It

was

to

hunt

large
suppose 5,000 should
tere

com^,

M.S.

THERE IS NO KINO OF PAIN OR
?
INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL •
fTHAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RE. #
# LIEVE.
4

•ACHE,

last season.
land I see no

LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND
SUBSTITUTES.
THE GENUINE BOTTLE ^
4
r BEARS THE NAME,
*

I would then give additional
privileges
—the right to ship game
lawfully taken
to the homes of those
desiring to do so
and any other reasonable
privileges,
would go further, and without
hesitation
separate the commission, by making one
of them a game
protector, and he should
be entrusted with the care of
game and
the enforcement of the
game laws.
The
other two to he entrusted with
the care
and culture of fish, and eacli
advisory regardmg both fish and game interests
I he reasons why this seems
to me the
best way to deal with our fish
and game
matters, are to my mind many, but it
would be too great a demand
upon your
paper to print them at this time.
bare proposition, for the
consideration of

Biliousness

£

those interested,

j

improving

is

our

submitted with

view
of putting
^
a

and (
We Kty. Biryele,.
Gold W a to he*. Guns. Plano*. Org.ins. fan,era.
I>,.,ks or
Dollars fora few hour* work. Permanent
etnp nynn-n' If you want It. N..w I, the time.
A
10c
Magazine
and
m m
m m
Premium List FREE

0Ur

C. Farrington-.

a.h,

kstensfifarun

IflllK

I

!

|
,

■

Contract and r^'r^ThT;
throughout.
the
Ur(|Pl' possible
KPPOI'd^ “,ld
n..inB_

money.

9

Tull

Challen’s

laws and

inPflHhrandbga!LreOUnd9
Col. E.

J

l.v.ry Town, In tho IT. ». »n<1 Canadf.
,12
fiu“ distributing Kloo.ooo In I'r.-nnum,

Prize,

The1

of

PERRY DAVIS A. SON.

T

Sgwagesiip

i

Hoods

J

4

marvelously.

StmcrU'snnents.

£

f

to reduce the number) a tax of five
iollars would give us
£25,000, and if 5,000
in the State hunted
large game, we would
have $30,000 for
the preservation and
protection of large game.
These two
amounts for fish and
game would make
Maine s fish and
game interests grow
-eason

insomina, nervousness, and,
*
if not relieved, bilious fever
I I
or Mood poisoning.
Hood's
tC
III
■
■
■
■
Pills stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure headache, dizziness, constipation, etc. 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

game

ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND

uamKi/lerl

hunt.

stated in the

ind

J. Roberts and wife.

S.

\

report of the fish
game commissioners that some 7,000
from
out of tiie State came
iportsmen

1

Sargent and wife spent Saturday
Sunday in Winter Harbor, the guests

pleasant evening.
April 18.

superior to

Si>ld l>y nil druggist* 60c. and $1 oo.
Angler Cli* mu *1 Co .Allston District, Boston.

injured by being

feel

taxed, would

Hypophosphltas.

cod liver oil for all
wasting diseases and the many serious
symptoms that accompany the same,
such as coughs, susceptibility to colds,
an inclination to contract diseases that
have their origin in poisonous bacilli or
fungi. It is pleasant to take, and aids
instead of retarding digestion.
It is far

To tax the non-resident alone is not
or just law to
my mind. To tax the
esident as much as the non-resident

vould

ANCIER’S

Petroleum

fair

F. Bunker gave a birthday party at
Bunker’s hall Thursday evening. A large
crowd was present, and all enjoyed a
very

!

MAKES FLESH
where it is needed, does Angier’s Petroleum Emulsion. No symptom is more serious than a decline in weight. It is the
beginning of >eriou* complications. Stop
this waste and it More yourself to vigorous health by taking

air.

a

done

was

__

he State, fl for the same right.
I have
dways opposed a license ifee upon nonesidents, and would now, if it did not
ipply in aome measure to the resident.
Haws to be accepted must he just and

K.
is

...

noose, caribou or deer, to pay, annually
S for that privilege, and each resident of

He left Mon-

Albert S. Hinckley arrived

tn

more just.
Having appropriated £25,000 for fish and
ish culture, 1 would
compel every non*
esldeut person who desired, Ito hunt

\V. Gould, of Boston, who has been
guest of John
a

Uriah

ud

Lynn,

left

lint

it is not of sufficient moment
benefits general enough to denaud the care of the whole Stale, if that
ras the only and beat
way to preserve it.
lut I feel that there ia a better way, fairer

Is caused by torpid liver, which prevents digestion and permits food to ferment and putrify in
tlie stomach. Then follow dizziness, headache,

C. Burrill is quite ill.
Alfred H. Grey has bought J. Turner’s
arm, and will

that

ng that
nd its

Asa

North Orland Free
Baptist aid society gave an entertainment
ind sociable at
Carter school-house
ruesday evening, April 12. Although
;he travelling was bad, nearly 150 people
The ladies of

has

H.

fine hen-

Jedliam.

North Orland.

Cas-

school.

to work.

Sherman

from

Miss Jessie Bunker goes to Mark Island
this morning to teach the spring term of

preparatory to going into the poult ry business.

warrant

returned

F. P.

eave

the town

his particular election may be
jo, but the statute form for election of
;own officers does not look so.

week

Ch’e’er.

Arthur Graves has built

a

portsman, hotels, guides, steamboats
pou inland waters, and those carrying
t hem by rail, or transporting their exj ress, receive largely the benefits derived
f rom our large game. These interests are
r lostly in one part of the State, or rather
< large part of the State
only indirectly
8 nd remotely receives
any profit from the
* 'reservation of large game. Therefore it
stand must be sectional in its benefits.

Ellsworth

men.

young

|

the article in

calls for

W.

are

iouse

superintendent’s opinion that a
superintendent is not legally elected

Parker

Miss Lucy Bunker
ing relatives.

confec-

1

teachers.

in

was

April 17.

ITent Hancock.
or

v

South <>oul(l«boro.

Malcolm Googins has gone to Bar Har*

r

house.

store at

enterprising

remarkable results

f ame, or less attention to its protection
s nd preservation.
On the other hand the

George Gould, of Ellsworth, was in
Sunday, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
George A. Martin at the Pendleton

this place. The members
H. A. Clark and Walter F.
] iradbury, two of West Franklin’s
popu1

j

j

led

ot
fi

Mrs.

c ne man.

t

re-

town

war

say it will do the work of six men
cross-cut saws.
It is operated by
new

Martin

A.

to Rockland Saturday.
a business trip east.

Capt.

DeBeck and Horace Sinclair
a Monarch folding saw,

a

e

kould

resume

week in
his yacht “Lyhra”
from
week’s cruise among the islands.

purchased

for

ti

icve

day for

bad.

broken

Graves

H. II. Harden returned from

trip

to any

settled, for

to make
the Slate.

\

in town several days, the
M. Snow, left Monday.

* utler house.
Oliver

a

John

moved

the

for their breed-

\

Mrs. Julia Buchellor.

here.

state
own

Little Pills.

a

Lindsay cottage

l

big game and its care which
up to the most criticism and
khich creates the most discontent.
Do

brought his market

Treworgy.
Mrs.
Mary S. Smith
Mass., Saturday to attend

from

The teachers responded
cheerfully to the call, and worked with a
will. Schools will commence May 2.
The

inless

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORI'ID I.IVER.
They

was

moved

Miss Jennie Marshall is at home from
* lar Harbor for a visit.

Jon of

Positively cured by these

there

ton for

George Darling has gone to Hallowell.
1 [is

short vacation.

on a

The town is unusually dull, as the facory, which heretofore has been running
n some of its departments, is still closed.

SICK HEADACHE

^ Haworth to the

has

:

\

would turn the

j

week.

cars.

Anderson

Ground is

G. W.

lome

electric

Douglass

v

overhauling

preparing

are

on

1

in ond way or another.
The tax
pon a valuation of £2,000 for this amount
(ould be about 20 cents, and 1 do not be-

Mrs. Alfred C. Osgood is recovering
from illness and is expected home next

Boston to

to

gone

has

Benjamin Cushman,

Frank Bradbury has an order for 3,000
j neal feet of Boston curb.

Lorenzo

Portland.

The farmers

ork

has

adapted

desiring
privileges for

of these

It is

Saturday.

Arthur

Smith

j

best fish

j
|

street for

guest of Mr. and Mrs. Colon Mayo.
George W. Butler has a crew of men
it work on Mrs. V. P. Kline’s cottage.

Franklin.

It is
H ree, our people.
c ulties can be rightly

, ome

is

rest

Address. THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT,
127 Duane Street, New York.

by stocking

j

ia*

Shirley

George M. Pillsbury

joint service,

a

Mam

interior of his store.

by the pastor. Rev. Mr. Norton holds
uarterly meetings here and at Stoning^
>n on Saturday and Sunday.
Eoo.
April 16.

War does not

There is considerable sickness in town,

Sargentville.

v
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Eugene Day
ienry Jordan’s.
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Fannie D. Parker,
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nooks
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Selden

irooklin.

Sargentville.

^

visit to
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season.

Maine.

usual

Stanley

Miss Vira
line

social

w no

West View, the summer
esort on Little Deer Isle, I found the
L. Babson,
1 genial proprietor, Capt. C.
ery busy with a force of workmen conducting a fine new cottage for a Miss
This added
iansom, of Boston.
to
( he rest, makes quite a
little village, in
On

Tomson.

18.

A widow’s

unuguier

E. K. Drew, of this village, will deiver an address before Daniel Chaplain
)Ost, Hermon Corner, on Memorial Day.

his steamer.

dr

south
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Rev.

Ha-

Edward Tapley, of Green Island light
ittttion, and son Herbert, are in town.

April

own

summer.

ncreasing

James Tapley has gone

join

Penney

uci

Mrs. Byard has left to open her house
or summer guests, of which she has an

season.

to

jug

teep house for

West lirooksville.

ven
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than
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an annex on

Monday.

larger

was a

;

Druggists,

^

musical selections that had been

^ dster

direction

t hose whose business it is to
ftluelitll.

of this the usual

I

by Grocers and \ !
or mailed free
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for 15 cents:
!

Sold in All Colors

from Southwest Harbor, where it went in i j ossible results.
he blizzard last
winter, putting it in
1 assume that our fishing interests are
iirder to lie prepared to furnish his cus£ eneral; also that our game interests are
omers with tish by May 1.
r lainly sectional.
J. A. P.
To be more definite,
April 18.

ser-

Recitation.Four boys
Song.Flora and Leta
Recitation..Wilma Robbins
Exercise, “A Penny I bring” .«Six girls
Collection

Mrs. John W.

Walter

congregation

people

le

■

I (reservation and culture of fish beat least
25,000, which sum would show in ten

and

Ober and

8 it tiered, and a very interesting social
xvice was held, interspersed with the

1

that

laine,

Salisbury

C’andage is erecting a building
for George How on his lot on Cross street,
is an office for his florist business.

time to apprise

not

j;

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for; j
Faded Shirt Waists,; j
: | Soiled or
j Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under- ] j
linen, etc., whether Silk, Satin,;
Cotton or Wool.
|

in fishing reconsequent increase in visiting j
t ourists and their families.
Its benefits |
\ kould be felt in almost
every hamlet in j

B. \V.

I
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Easter Sunday brought a disappointed to the congregation here as Rev.
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h
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J. II. Soulis is building
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leady market.
atmosphere at the present
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, nost

wife, of Bar liarbor, spent Sunday with their daughter,
M rs. E. J. Totten.

a

will affect this

d ^gree,

charge

f the boat himself.

April

busy ploughing

(’apt. Sprague
girls’predicament, and

pursuit.
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now
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orts and

'pending

again and
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ig for the season’s work.
l> igs have been brought
id have found

last
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nearly

cottage is completed and

in tills week.

Esther
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part of old members.
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snow

rmers are

move

Miss
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pruce gum and were *4not a bit frightned’’.
They were well spattered with

t heir
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living question
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visiting business may
by tin* increase of

nany fold
n waters

ments.

lleer Isle.

at the mouth of

point

c

s

Easter

the

ttie

on

State’s
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Reynolds arrived home last week
from histripto the Pacific coast.
E. H. Kim ha 11 Iihs laid a hard pine floor
in his store and
made other improve-

winter.
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the
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for the best judgment of every perwho would see the .'State receive the

son

;

A. S.

Boston

April

one

he will

twenty-nine

mill

%

Meanwhile

noticed

tarted in

Anthem.

on

no

Finally they

further out.

eached the eastern

^ he harbor.

17:

of

ideof the cove, but could not accomplish
hat. All the time they were drifting
urther and

1

but

During
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; WASHES£02 DYES

calls

inn.

I. T. Moore’s

letnbers have been added to the grange,
ud there has been a manifest increase i.f

i iterest

vay out of the harbor the girls started to
;o back, then the struggle began. They

the winter

Murray is doing the plumbing

B. 1).

Gilpatrick’s

| iosworth has lived the life of an exemj plary Christian minister, t’nder his ltadt rship the church has
been prosperous

in

a row

SOAP j

While public sentiment is improving,
large appreciates more
and more each year the great advantages
derived from these resources, there will
be for many years more or less violation
of law.
How to meet the demands in the direction of best
preserving our game reand the State at

sources

g£

.MAYPOLE

care.

commence

No Trouble.

Edgar Perry Iihs returned from Boston.

II.

during his five years' pastorate here, Mr.

temperance lecture

lirectly

Capt. Eben Davis

j

at-

by our pastor's
brother. Rev. Mr. Moore, of Sullivan,
Mr. Moore’s wife accompanied him and f nd progressive.
•endercd several solos very effectively. ;
l>ast Tuesday evening witnessed t tie
Mr. Moore spoke especially on the cry of ;
losing scene in the recent literary conscience against intemperance.
Ice-cream t est of Lamoine
The conquered
grange.
was served after the lecture.
H ide served to the
victors, whose captain
Last Wednesday Misses Reta Sprague
v as
Mrs. Sarah Young, the promised

EASTER SERVICES.

Recitation.... .Lizzie Gott
Song.Rebecca and Marguerite

In the

ng the Sunday school held a
['he offering was for Good Will

Wednesday evening

the

Prayer.
greeting.Two boys
Song.Class of little girls
Recitation. Marie Sawyer
Song..Jessie Lawton
Recitation.Herbert Dixon
l>uet.Choir
Recitation.Class of seven boys
Recitation..Theo Gilley
Song.Flora Gilley
Exercise, “My Song”.Four little girls

by interesting
Sunday morning,
Bosworth, preached

pastor, Rev. L. M.
Easter sermon.

has

this week.
will

No Muss.

other

\
i

observed

excellent

ilttl Hill

rescue.

Sunday evening, April

t n

farming

with most

case

statute

our

week owing to the illness of the teacher. ; greatest benefit from them.
What is best
The primary school commenced Monday,
for the State at large, not w hat is best for
taught by Airs. S. S. Abbott and Alisa 1
this or that section or interest, should be
C. Al. Gordon.
Lbe problem to be solved.
To that end
Four of the largest granite dealers have
let me make the following suggestions:
divided a contract for 40,000 feet of New
First: as I have said to many persons,
Bedford curbing. This is the only con[lie State receives its greatest benefits
tract reported this spring. The principal
business is paving, and it is reported on from its fish resources, very much greater
good authority that in case of war no' :han from its game.
From its fishing
stone will be shipped.
privileges come thousands of tourists who
G.
April IS.
ipend many months at our inland resorts,
Nortlii’jiftt llarlMtr.
>y lake and ponds, annually leaving large

ervices in the church

\ ['he

doing

some

The grammar school

iere.
was

Gouldsboro,
district here.

of

Monday, April 25, unless further notice
is given.
The school is postponed one

^arnhara,
Easter

getting

are

J. D. Blaisdell is improved in health
this spring. Mr. Blaisdell and Mr. Tripp
are

daughter-in-law, Mrs. Howard
who will spend the summer

Dy her

L.W.

Superintendent L. \\ Kuimll
has assigned all the schools to teachers in
town, and the only fault found so far is
the late commencement, May 2. But this
may be for some good reason not apparent
to the parents of the pupils who object to
such a long vacation—four months for the
primary.
George Harmon took a cold dip in
Somes sound on Saturday.
It might have
proved a serious affair but for the timely
aid of his brother Stephen, who was in a
boat some distance from him.
George
was can ying sail in a high wind and his
boat was capsized. He clung to the over-

farmers

our

ground.

W. P. Goodwin has employed S. E. Ash

Margaret Farnhatn, who has bee11
ipending the winter in Bucksport, came
She was accompanied
iome last week.

L.

Lamoine Sun-

to clear up the woods opposite the church
which now make a pretty grove.

Mrs.

in Ellsworth with her rudder gone.

School

other pagen.

««.•

same.

books, and that
public opinion is improving in sustaining an enforcement of law and improving
our fish and game preserves.
Hut 1 also
admit that there is need of a better protection of our fish and game (game especially ), and a better appreciation of its

Scott has returned with his family
and household goods from Bluehill.

lolds and wife.

“The Fountain”, Capt. Joseph Tituc, is

1

County News

laws upon

Will

Mrs. William Lyman, of Watertown,
Mass., is visiting her parents, J. (j. Rey-

Tremont.

Went

side.

turned boat

18.

went to

George Sargent,

Ellsworth, Maine.

Miss Susie Whitaker has gone to Northeast Harbor, where she has employment.

the

citizens is very justly indigthe carelessness of some of the

our

seed into the

Lamome.

Emerson, architect, are in the hands of
builders for estimates.
A six-inch
sewer is being constructed from the site
to Hancock street.

soon recover.

One of

Sargent

A number of

Street,

Fbr additional

delphia, spent several days in town last
week. They were guests at the Cadillac.
J. E. Clark is building a cottage for
Rev. H. Y. Vinal has gone to Rockland Miss Rebecca Richardson near Cottage
WThen completed it will be occufora much-needed rest, his health having street.
His pied by Alonzo Ash.
been in a low state for some time.
friends regret his absence and hope he
Plans for the new hospital by W. R.
will

A.

16.

day.

address

COUNTY NEWS.

Miss Coles, of Phila-

Edward Coles and

Dr. Charles Freeman has graduated
with honor from the Philadelphia medical college, and again resumed practice on
the aching molars of his fellow citizens.

forced than is the

April

HAGERTHY,

A. C.

the

are

moved to the quarry

C. C. Bogart, were in town last week on
their way to Seal Harbor for the season.

and

Rae

particulars

MRS.

cal

Beale, of Bucksport, with
children, has been making an

Mrs. Lena
her two

All

Charles
For further

convention

church the.first
that the remedy lies in enacting more
cordially invited to at- stringent laws. It is my intention in this
tend the meet ings.
communication to call public attention to
Schools open Monday morning with the the condition of things regarding the vioWest Sullivan— lation of game laws, the reason therefor,
following teachers:
Grammar grade, Mr. Larrabee, of Pros- and suggest a
possible remedy or what
pect; primary grade, Mrs. Sara S. Abbott may lead up to a better condition of
and Miss Cora M. Gordon. Sullivan Harthings.
bor—Miss Agnes Patten. Sullivan CenIn the first place, I claim that the laws
tre—George Noyes. East Sullivan—Miss
Marcia Young. Ashviile—Miss Alary L. affecting our fish and game are better en-

Bargain.

a

of

preservation

thought naturally is, when violations
of the law are called to one’s attention,
The

Endeavor

Evans.

To Be Sold at

The curbing for the new sidewalk on
Main street is nearly all set, and the walk
is being put in.
Dr. E. J. Morrison,who has recently received his M. D. in a Philadelphia medi-

fective for the

A Pleasure at Last

j

will meet in the Cnion

The above stock was the property of the late
W. M. Haines, M. D., and may be seen at Lindenhurst Farm.

business.

1 HOME DYEING'

The (iame Laws of Maine.
Augusta, Me., April 14,1898.
To the Editor of The American:
Much of late is said and written regarding changes in our fish and game laws,
for the purpose of making them more ef-

Robertson & Havey have moved their
L. Crircmin’s store.

of May.

Guernsey,

Frank E. Walls returned Friday from a
York on
Boston
and
New
to

is attending the
spring term at the Castine normal school.
Her services in Christian Endeavor work
Esther

Holstein and

trip

some
Arthur Freeman, who spent
months in Portland acquiring the tonsorial art, has commenced business here.

Miss

BULLS,

one

other page*.

merchandise into D.

nesday.
The Christian

3 and 4 years old.

Roberts has sold a house lot on
Roberts avenue to Mrs. Lena H. Guptill.

interest.

much

ami

Jersey

one

T. L.

the leadership of

unde-

TWO

Lake road to Carl Burr.

tee

Mrs. Gertrude Gordon, who has been in
Portland on business, arrived home Wed-

8 years old,

to

County Newt

West Sullivan.

AND

The assessors began taking an inventory of taxable property last week.
The Main street and Mt. Desert street

tlurtmr.

meetings

from 3

house lot

a

$V*t additional

TWENTY JERSEY COWS

Cottage

on

Andrew E. Liscomb has sold

sewers are

The

being built
Pray.

inn is

street (or F. P.

COUNTY NEWS.
8oUthw**Ni

Wr^saleT

pages.

Harbor.

near

see

see other

atrfjcrtiannnits.

Corrrsponljcnrc.

COUNTY NEWS.

^

George Sproul will open his market on
Main street to-day.
The telephone company moved into its
new offices to-day.

county.

#br additional County News

County News

For additional

ICAN

in Hancock

JFor Salt.

COUNTY NEWS.

The American ha* subscribers at 106
of the 116' post-offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the county combined do not reach so many. Thu AMER-

least
Requires
writing to enter data
refer quickly to and

and 8ave time any
srm,
jIiaine
5,000
used
and recorded. All kinds of

labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
WALTER W. GEORGE,
Publisher,
150 Nassau St., New York.

Neck was on.the track.
The whole posse
of them took to their heels and the officer
lost his hat.
Our fellers got the cattle
back and father wore the English officer’*
hat home and kept it as a contraband ol

ABBOTT.
INTERVIEW WITH AN OLD SETTLER OF HANCOCK COUNTY.

[MOSES

war.

“About the same time a party of English foragers drove off the cattle from a
farmer who was living up near Otis. They
had a long start, for the Debecks were

HE LIVED SINGLE SIXTY-SEVEN YEARS
BUT NOW

ROCKS

HIS GRANDCHIL-

DREN TO

SLEEP.

hunting

(From the Lewiston Journal.J

There

bachelor until sixty-seven

Now he is a grandfather,
years of age.
and he is prepared to engage in open debate with any man on earth to prove that

marriage

is

huge

a

Frankliu, having

been

buill in

He

1802, the

At tliHt time, there was but one other
frame house in Hancock county, one belonging to tlie Lamoiues down near Kil-

kenney
cabin

stream.

that

Moses

just

stood

born

was

where

in

log

a

the barn is

built now and that barn was the first of
any size built in the county. “It’s juat
as solid to-day as ever,” says Mr. Abbott,

“only

shingling.”

needs

“When

barn

that

built there

was

and

house

turnpike

no

were

road

the

cattle.

to

was a

Scotchman,

man was

day’s

making for
logging.

work

a new comer

Gen. De Peyster remarks: "This
of the most remarkable points all

in the

country, and had never seen a bear before.
Just at dusk he came round a sharp turn
in the path and met bruin face to face.
They stared each other over. Then
Blogan dropped his axe and offered
this prayer: “O, Lord, I am a sinner, I
know. I don’t deserve favors.
I never
asked your help before. I will not do so
nowr.
All I ask of you is this.
If you
don’t want to help me, don’t help the
other feller, but you lay low and keep
dark and you’ll see the darndest row you
ever see in your life.”
The bear could
not understand the odd actions of Blogan,
but gave a snarl and left the path.
“One time my two sisters were down in
the back pasture and they heard one of
the pet heifers in a clump of bushes mak-

year after its present owner was born, and
the barn was built in the following year.

t

they took
road

years ago. The
home after a hard

in

one

no

tifty

success.

Mr. Abbott’s house is the oldest

was

struggle they made for Castine, but they
didn’t have any of Debeck’s beef to feed
the hungry soldiers with.”
Moses Abbott has a rich fund of stories
and can cure one of the blues at a half
second’s notice. He says the story of the
man who never prayed till he met a bear
started upon Waltham ridge more than

landscape.

was a

while

Ellsworth then,
only a path, and the cattle moved along
s'owly. Debeck and his two boys took
axes and gave chase.
When they got
quite near the cattle they took-a circle
round, got ahead of them in the path and
began felling trees across the road. The
soldiers had naaxes, so after a few hours1

On the western shore of Georges Pond,
four miles back of Frankliu village,
stands the old Moses Abbott homestead.
Words fail to express the extreme beauty
of the scene which imprints itself indelibly upon the mind as one stands in
the presence of the owner, a courteous,
kindly gentleman of the old school who,
though ninety-six years of age, has by no
means lost the bloom of life, and who is
the most interesting feature in the whole
Moses

Saltonstall learned on the 13th of Authat a British fleet was standing up
the bay and at once ordered a retreat.
HISTORIC ASSOCIATIONS ADD TO The British reinforcements consisted of
seven men-of-war carrying 204 guns and
ITS NATURAL CHARMS.
1,630 men; the fleet advanced and delivered a broadside which caused the
RAPIDLY
GROWING IN FAVOR WITH
American fleet to crowd on all sail in
THE BUMMER TOURIST—GLIMPSES
indiscriminate flight.
The “Hunter”
OF ITS PAST AND PRESENT.
and “Hampden” were captured between
Turtle Head and Belffcst, the “Defiance”
[ From the Bangor Commercial. \
was ran ashore and fired by her crew,
the “Sky Rocket” was blown up near
Wheeler’s history of Castine contains Fort Point
ledge, and the “Active” was
the following paragraph:
burned off Brigadier’s Island. The others
"Probably no place in the state of escaped further up the river, but were all
Maine has
passed through so many set fire and blown up by their crews to
changes as the peninsula of Castine.
Indians, French, Flemish pirates, Dutch, prevent their falling into the hands of
English and Americans have each occu- the enemy.
pied it. France held possession of it for
Thus it is seen that 700 British soldiers
almost the entire 17th century.
No less and three men-of-war held
Castine for
than five naval engagements have taken
twenty-one days against 1,500 American
place in its harbor.”
soldiers
and
nineteen armed vessels,
To use the language of another:
"It
which proves, as has often been claimed,
has never been without a garrison from
the strategic importance of Castine.
1630 to 1783 and has always been dealt
The village of Castine is siti/ated on the
with by the nations in whose possession
southeastern slope of the ridge, sheltered
it has been as a place of great imporfrom the north winds of winter and
tance.”

IN OLD CASTINE.

from

here to Kllsworth and folks used to go by
spot; d line over through Hast brook and
Oti vay to Bangor.
I can remember—

is

one

along

coasts; which under any other govour own, would have long
since been transformed into I naval
fortress of the first class.”
Its location in the centre of the seacoast of Maine, at the mouth of the principal river and the head of the principal
bay, the confluence of the Bagaduce with
the Penobscot, and the magnificent harbor, all suggest the important part which
Castine is fitted to play in the commerce
of the State.
The southern peninsula upon which
our

ernment than

village is compactly built, like a little
city, is about two miles long. On the
the

southwest end

shore of Penobscot

the

on

bay it is one mile wide and narrows by
irregular shore lines to a point at the
Inv Mounds am if in rfiHt.rnMH.
Thnv maria
DebicK and his wife Nancy followed a
northeast end in the Bagaduce river.
Into the bushes and found a big bear killThe harbor is on the southeast side, and
spiled line from Eddington to this very
the
heifer. They pelted stones at the on the
northwest side is a large cove at
spot. They were six days coming and ing
brute and he left the cow and stood a either
had ro camp nights in the woods.
end, connected by a canal ten or
“In those days the wolves were plenty short distance away and watched as if to twelve feet in width and eighty rods in
Him
Kn
Yf/xii'n*
and when folks lay down to sleep nights wait till the girls went, when he would Ipncrf h aoiH tn lioita
his job. The heifer ran to the girls
t hey had to have big fires all around them finish
in 1779. This canal with the two coves at
for protection. There was an ugly wound
to Keep the wild animals away. I rememthe ends divides the southern peninsulaat
in its side.
ber bow they told us of the fearful jourhigh water from the remainder of the
the
older
of
the
told
“Mary,
two,
ney with slight sleep, being kept awake
town, which is also a peninsula, lying beEllen
to
run to the house for help
while
tween the Penobscot and Hagaduce rivers
by the bowling of ttie wolves who dared
not pass the fire to harm them.
Mr. and she stood guard. In the absence of Ellen and extending up the Penobscot as far as
the bear made several circles around the
Mrs. Debeck built a log bouse up on the
Fort Point on the opposite shore.
A
and her
1

n

,.ni»n

..

ln.»«

n

other side of

K/tn

Beech

♦

kJ

wx

hill

and

all

...

girl

pet, but did not molest
That’s the kind of girls that used
to live in Maine in them days,’’said Mr.
Abbott.
“You can’t find any girls today who would risk their own lives to

the

boy

that

wo

for

our

clothing,

bad to make wooden buttons
1

and

remember

can

save a

Stephen Scammons titled up a
team of eight oxen and drove to Boston
and bought a load of provisions—hauled
when

*

#

them here.

I've got

the iirst

1

and i
also

one

bought

and 1
for it.
“I

1

bouse,
buttons,

got from that load,

remember

t

when

there

be first road that

were

helped

I

and

went

ever

from

there to Hancock.
“I remember Tag wassail, the old Indian
chief, who named all t tie lakes and mouii*

tains around
noble

of

the tribes

^

may

feel

they

take

proud
their

name.

He

he

home

a

wel-

was

people
night

walk

and

was

God-

a

got his training from

and

man

He

“Tagwassah ought
did

more

whites who

he

came

to have

iu

a

to civilize

monument,
some

of the

the

way through
favorable snots

search of

often acted

as

by

the

parties

till

he

for

the

battle

with

farms he

buried at

is

down this way than any
told.
When new comers

history has ever
were pushiug
their
woods

and

ago

wild

the

There have been lots of

for

*'I

beasts.

changes since his

t0

remember when the

can

Skillings

river

used

folks

down
iu

believe

to

witches and they used to tell some queer
stories about a woman over to the river.

They

came

near

hanging her

went away and after that the
gradually died out. Once in

but

she

superstition

a while you
person who believes in witches yet.
“My father was one of those who met

*

find
at

a

Springer’s

house

in

Hancock in 1810

organized the first Baptist church.
“The time of the war of 1812, when all
the coast of Maine from Eastport to Cabtine fell into the hands of the English,

and

they told

English

some

stories of

queer
used to get food

how

by stealing

the

from

time an English ollicer
with a party of men started out on a foraging expedition. They learned by some
means or other that my father had a lot
of cattle and made a raid on the dumb
the settlers.

My

brutes.

One

father and Uncle Peter

were

away when we children saw the English
coming, and we crawled into the barn
was

\

Good Hoads In Prussia.

on the hay.
My grandmother
frightened one bit. She gave
the cowards a piece of her mind. She did
just pile the words on to them, and they
sneaked off, but they drove away the

and

got up
not

whole herd.
*•

“When my father returned he was as
mad as a tiger. He slammed his hat down

the floor and said: ‘I’ll have a better
that when I return or I won’t
have any head to put it on.’
“There were no roads at that time and
on

hat than

trouble in following the trail
Uncle Peter and several
the cattle made.
boys who were older than I followed
him. They came within hearing the cattle
My father began
near Kilkenney stream.
to yell at the top of his voice as if he had
a
whole army under his command:
Advance, rear
•There the rascals are!
Quick,
guard! By the right flank!
Flank them!
men! Cross the stream!
a
single man
Surround them! Don’t let
Shoot them!
Scalp
of them escape!
them! H ui rah!’
“The foragers thought all of Skillings
he bad

the town in

midway

the

end

northeast

Hagaduce.

point

This

from shore to shore and

has

of
is
an

no

,

|

j

new

roads.—New

Y’jrk

Post.
“Itching hemorrhoids

were the plague of my
Was almost wild. Doan’s Ointment cured
me quickly and permanently, after doctors had
failed.”
C. F. Cornwell, Valley Street, Saugerties, N. Y.—Advt.

life.

iwentv

trims:

‘'Hunter.”

emh-

“Black

Prince,” eighteen
guns; “Sky Rocket,” sixteen guns; brigs
“Active,” sixteen guns; “Defiance,” sixteen guns; “Nancy,” sixteen guns;
“Diligence,” fourteen guns; “Tyrannicide,”
fourteen
guns;
sloops “Providence,”
tten

guns;

fourteen

guns;

“Rover,”

guns,
four

“Spring Bird,”
ten

guns, and
Generals

twelve

twenty-

transports.
Cushing,
and Frost were ordered to furnish 1,500 men for this expedition from
Cumberland and York counties.
They took with them the following
supplies and munitions of war, namely:

Thompson

nine tons of Hour and

rice,
rum

500

ten tons of salt
and
stand

molasses

bread;

ten

tons of

beef, 1,200 gallons of
in

equal

quantities,

of

tridges with

arms, 50,000 musket
balls, two 18-pounders,

200 round of

cartridges,

three

car-

with

9-pounders,

with 300 round of cartridges, four field
pieces with six barrels of gunpowder,
and

the

necessary quantity of axes,
camp furniture.
The charge of the ordnance was given
to Paul Revere, famous for his “midnight
ride”, and Solomon Lovell of Weymouth

spades,

tents and

had control of the laud forces.

The British general had 700 men,

lu Prussia alone f 11,0(10,000 per annum is paid out of the public funds fur
tho maintenance of roads, and this does
now include the moneys expended by individual communes and by private companies and individuals. Ou the highest
grade of public roads it is forbidden to
use them for vehicles with protruding
wheel nails, screws, spokes or otherwise
objectionable gear. Tho horseshoes must
bo of a particular kind. Heavy loads
may not pass over the roads without
special permission. Tho tolls exacted ou
tho German roads, though at one time
generally imposed, are now small ami
infrequent. As tho maintenance of tho
roads is fixed by specific laws and regulations, so, too, are tho conditions of

constructing

ty-two guns; “Hampden,” twenty guns;
"Hector.”

roads cannot bo passed ovci
lightly in any description of Sum v,
though vehich s pass over them lightly
enough. They arc for the most part narrow, barely wide enough for two carriages to pass, but some are broad;
macadamized, every inch of them, and
smooth as n floor, with a narrow stretch
of green between the road and tlm
hedge. Those “shady lanes” we read
about in descriptions of rural England
were very much in evidence—the narrowest of little roads, but all paved,
and all shaded by great oaks and elms
that often join overhead and make an
arch of green. There is nothing to i
said against the rural roads of Surr* v
and Kent. Most of our American roans
within a few miles of a large city—; t
least within a few miles uf New Yor
—aw
as well
made, but not as we*i
kept. We are too fond of making a
macadam road at considerable expense
and then trusting to Providence to keep
it in repair. And we have no such rows
nf fine old trees lining our roads, except
in rare instances.—Cor.
New York
Times.
The

them

day.
on

one-half mile from the

j

Koadn of Surrey and Kent.

guide and stayed
hail tilted

the

j

missionaries who used to go
He
Desert island and Trenton.

of the

many years
Butler’s Point.

for

had

in sick-

of

them.

died

*

from whom

got to their side and then he

comfort

Mt.

to

learned

a

here

town

and

one

distress he would

fearing
some

wanted

w as

Indian, and

that
man

till he

would

there

ever

was

Foresters down

If he

ness or

day

it

of the

wherever
comed.

If

here.

lived

man

pet and stand guard in the woods,

on

I elevation of 130 feet.
ten on the plain pine boards.
It is the
In the very centre of the town, on the
date when Mr. Abbott’s leg was broken
I ridge, is Fort George at an elevation of
and his neighbor, Mr. Richardson, made
The fort is about 300 feet square
I ISO feet.
the mark. The spot where the marking 1
with embankments some fifteen feet high
is stands out on a sort of a mountain,
surrounded by a deep ditch.
Its conThe walls have been washed so many struction was
determined upon by the
times that the boards are worn
down
English on account of the military and
there leaving the words sticking on.
naval importance of this place to them,
He has many odd relics in the house,
and commenced in 1779 by Gen. McLean
one being an old “Grandfather’s Clock’
with 700 men, who arrived here from Halthat has been keeping good time for sevifax in eight ships June 17 of that year,
and
has
been
never
enty-three years
and began immediately to build the fort.
cleaned or tinkered.
He also has a brass
July 25 the same year a fleet tilted out by
watch that is one hundred and six years
the general court of Massachusetts, under
old.
He has carried it for
more than
command of Dudley Saltonstall, of New
eighty years and it keeps time yet. The Haven, Conn., gave battle to McLean for
watch was numbered 603, made by Rowthe possession of Castine.
He also has the
ley, London, England.
It H now interesting to refer to that
wedding coat that his father was mar- deet, its equipment, stores and engageried in.
i ment. The licet consisted of nineteen
With all t tie wonderfully odd tilings
armed vessels hml twenty-four transports,
Mr. Abbott is ahead of them all.
He was
carry ing 311 guns. It has been described
a bachelor till the age of sixty-seven, then
as “the most
beautiful that ever floated
woed and won Miss Melissa Randall, a
in eastern waters”.
charming belle of Harrington, aged thirThe vessels composing the fleet were as
ty-two. They had two children, a boy follows:
Frigate “Warren”, thirty-two
and a girl. The latter died several years
Commodore
guns,
Saltonstall;
ships
while
farm
the
other
the
on
ago,
operates
“Monmouth”, twenty-four guns; “Vent
which lie old gentleman lives and rocks
geance,” t wenty-L.ur guns; “Gen. Putthe cradle for his grandchild.
nam,” twenty-two guns; “Sally,” twen-

I

him.

the south-

bay the ground rises to
an elevation of 217 feet, which is the summit of the southern'1 peninsula; from this
summit a ridge extends through tlie centre of the southern peninsula to a point

Mr. Abbott claims that in his house,
written on the wall, is the oldest white
chalk mark. “March 9th, 1831” is writ-

the

from

buttons

stores in Ellsworth

two

build

in

that had

west end

all alone.”

chopped five cords of wood to pay
Folks bad to bustle in them days.
can

only

lie

t

sickle

nave a

coat

a

ever wore

half mile from the centre of

them.

Debecks down lure arc their descendants.
“I can remember when I was a small

a

HIGHWAY

JLcgal Xctirrs.

IMPROVEMENT.

gust

fort

only partially built,and three men-of-war,
the “Albany”, “North” and “Nautilus”.
He compelled 651 of the inhabitants of
Castine and vicinity to take the oath of
allegiance to the British crown or of
neutrality, and dispatched a messenger
to Halifax for aid.
The three men-ofwar dropped*dow n the harbor and moored
in close line of battle across the narrow
entrance.

The American ships w’ere drawn up in
line up and down the bay, and the battle
began. The first engagement proved the
fact that the American force was insufficient to capture the place and Saltonstall
sent messengers to Boston in whale-boats
for assistance,
lie spent the time up to
Aug. 13 in manceuvering about the entrance of the harbor, and in frequent
cannonading, while Gen. Lovell attempted to reach tort George from the
rear, but every natural advantage furnished protection to the British, and
every day’s delay enabled them to fortify
themselves more securely.

The

New Jemj Road Uw Provltlf*
Fair Division of the tout.

m

The farmers of the country are gradover to the belief that good
roads are for their personal benefit, and
there is a decided change of sentiment
along this line iii many of the states,
says the Washington Star. One of the
chief obstacles to the reform has boon
the fear of the farmers that the coat of
highway^nprovements would fall chiefly on thorn, and as they feel that they
are already burdened heavily enough
they resist the passage of good roads
laws with their local influence and tin ir
votes, often to the defeat of these worthy

ually going

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of April, a. d. 1898.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bucksport, on the third day of May, a. d. 1898, at
ten of the clock in the forenoon, aud be
heard thereon if they see cause.
George F. Jordan, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Frank H. Jordan,
the executor therein named.
Walter Lawrence, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will aud testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, and for appointment of William
A. Remick. as administrator with the will annexed of estate of said deceased, presented
by Ann C. Lawrence, the widow of said deceased.
Ann M. Skinner, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, and for appointment of Alfred
L. Skinner as administrator with the will annexed of estate of said deceased, presented
by Hannah J. Skinner, a legatee under said
will.
Colin N. Dix, late of Tremont, in said county, deceased. Petition that Bessie Gertrude
Dix may be appointed administratrix of estate of said deceased, presented by Bessie
Gertrude Dix, the widow of said deceased.
Phebe A. Cass Peyser, late of Providence, in
the state of Rhode Island, deceased. Petition
that George M. Ware may be appointed administrator of estate of said deceased, presented by William Peyser, the husband of
said deceased.
Samuel L. Treworgy, late of Surry, in said
Petition that Samuel L.
county, deceased.
Lord may be appointed administrator of estate of said deceased, presented by Harriet C.
Treworgy, the widow of said deceased.
William S. Haney, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. First account of Nettie L.
Haney, administratrix, filed for settlement.
John W. Lowell, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First account of Charles
H. Rice, administrator, filed for settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said CourtA true copy of the original.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

THE

projects.
New Jersey has a law now in foree, I
however, that illustrates how properly

this burden can be divided between the
individual and the community so tliai
it falls lightly npon the farmer. This
law apportions the cost of all road improvements as follows: One-third is
paid by the state, one-tenth by the individual beneficiary of the improvenn nt,
the owner of the abutting property, and
cooled by the south winds in summer,
the remainder by the county in which
and its setting of evergreen hills, inlets,
bays and rivers of surpassing beauty calls the improvement occurs. Reduced to a
forth the admiration of every beholder. scale of thirtieths, the state pays 10
Such attractions are becoming more and
parts, the individual 3 parts and the
more sought after and appreciated
by county 17 parts.
Stated in still another way, the varipeople who have the leisure and means
ous burdens are more easily
to enjoy a summer vacation.
appreciated.
The average cost of building a road with
So it is that Castine is rapidly growing
a macadam
finish is about $3,000 a
in popularity as a summer resort.
Already there are twenty-five summer cot- mile. Of this sum the county would
the state $1,000 and the intages there, and the number is increas- pay $700,
dividual $300. It is to be remembered
ing yearly.
that the $300 iu this case is usually diThere are three hotels—the Acadian,
Pentagoet and Castine house, all well ap- vided among several persons, as few
iu this section of the country
pointed and kept, and popular with the properties
j
extend for much more than a quarter
varying guests from year to year.
half
a mile along a highway, and the :
or
The Eastern State normal school, with
tax is assessed on the owners on each !
its nearly 200 students, is located at CasTo all persons interested in either ol’ the es
side of the road.
The town has two large schooltine.
tates hereinafter named
Thus it will frequently occur that the At a court of insolvency held at Ellsworth, in
houses and three churches.
There are
and for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
individual
will
pay directly for a first
good sidewalks, a United States custom
day of April, a. d. 1898.
class road in front of his property and
house and post-office building, eighteen
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinaffor a mile adjacent such a small sum as
stores, eight wharves. The U. S. revenue
ter Indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice
$40 or $60. To be sure, he pays as well
cutter “Woodbury” has her coaling stahis share of the county tax and in less causing a copy of this order to be published
tion here.
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
proportion his part of the stato tax, but American, a newspaper
There are three parks, one owned by
published at Ellsworth,
in said county, that they may appear at a
uunifus art* comparatively ugui
the town, skirted with stately elms and
court of insolvency, to l»e held at liucksport,
and eatsily borne. These improvements on the third
day of
May, a. d. 1898, at
maples and laid out in play grounds for in New
Jersey are undertaken ou the eleven of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
the school children; one, the site of
thereon if they see cause.
petition of the owners of the abutting
In the case of Henry C. Kproul, of Eden, in
Baron de St. Castin’s fort, rebuilt durproperty. Such laws as this, if copied said county, insolvent debtor. Appointment
ing the late war and owned by the gov- in other states, would
of second meeting of creditors filed and approbably result proved.
ernment. This is situated on the harbor
in an immediate betterment of the
In the case of Byron P. Gatchell, jr., of Ellsside and has been placed under the care !
worth, in said county, insolvent debtor. Pecountry roads in every section, an im- tition for discharge
from all d«.-bis provable
of the town by the war department. It
provement of untold benefit to millions against his estate under the insolvency laws
commands a wide view' of the bay and
(W Maine, presented by said demur.
j of people.
In the case of Alfred M. Hastings, of Ellsriver and many islands and inlets oppoworth, in said county, insolvent debtor. Pesite. The other park is owned by George 1
Scrofula, salt rheum, erysipelas ami other tils- tition for discharge from all debts provable
II. Witherle, who invites the public to trussing eruptive diseases yield quickly and against his estate under the insolvency laws
of Maine, presented by said debtor.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
enjoy its many attractions. It contains permanently to the cleansing, purifying power
A true copy of the original.
about 300 acres of dense torest, spruce, of Burdock Blood Bitters.—Advt.
Attest:—C'has. P. Dorr, Register.
in
and
and
and
tir.
out, up
Winding
pine
subscriber
hereby gives no; ire that
are
several miles
r|^HE
fflctiical.
down, among these trees
he has been duly appointed adminisA
of well-built carriage roads, for the most
trator
of
tiie estate of Jennie BlaisdelL,

j

THE

part concealed in the dense evergreens,
but frequently at some sharp turn revealing scenery the beauty of which surprises
and captivates even the widest travellers.
The location and natural advantages of
Castine and its harbor, suggest the neces-

sity
to

of

a

Are the

Utter

to Bangor
rapidly increasing

with

tlie

Washington

county

It can’t he evaded

being built,

An utter

1894, and commenced

has

already

been

begun by constructing a sewer in the
to
be extended
main street, and it is
through other streets from year to year.
Wheelmen and Roads.

ignored.

stranger’s

subscriber he/ehy gives notice that
she has beer duly appointed executrix
_1_
of the last will and testament of Francis A.
M acorn her, late of KIN wort h. n t he «•< is nt y of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons ha\ing
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto art* requested
to make payment immediately.
Flowi noe Kukry.
April 5, a. d. 1898.

r|^HE

doubtful.

The impression created is lasting.
Curiosity is at once aroused.
Head what follows, and acknowledge
these facts:
Mr. J. T. Crippen, dealer in pianos, organs, musical instruments and sewing

supply water to the inhabitants in the
spring of 1S95. There are no lakes or
ponds within reasonable distance of Cos

been done.
A system of sewerage

or

Ellsworth citizen speaks here,
Speaks for the welfare of Ellsworth.
A citizen’s opinion is reliable,

to

tine, t herefore the drill of artesian wells
furnished the only
hope of procuring
water in sufficient quantity, and this has

trator of the estate of Abby R. Dawes, late
of
Ellsworth, in the county of il incock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
AH persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
sain*- for settlement, and all indebted
thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Albert F. Bi kmia.m, Admr.
April 8. a d. 1898.

An

year.
The Castine water company commenced
the construction of a system of water
works in the fall of

^I^HE subscrioer hereby gi .a s notit e that
X. he has been duly appointed adminis-

Strangers?

above is a vital question.
It is fraught with interest to Ellsworth.
It merits of_only one answer.

that all the people of eastern Maine may have steamboat
connections with the west the entire
now

People

The

busiuesa of the interior of the State, ami
railroad from Castine to Ellsworth to

a

railroad

of Ellsworth

Not More Reliable than Those of

railroad from Castine

accommodate the

connect

Opinions

late of Dedham, in the county •••' Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired t<> present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlbert F. Bcrniiam, Admr.
mediately.
April si a. d. 1898.

machines, says: “Helping my father one ^pHE subscriber hereby gives notic t hat
JL she has been duly appointed adminisday, who was a mason, I fell off a scaffold tratrix
of the estate of Solomon B Greenlaw,
and injured myself.
From then until I late of Deer Isle, in the county <>t Ham ock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
was 35 years old there was a sore spot over
All persons having demands against the
the left kidney which I could feel with estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and ali indebted
my finger. It disappeared until 1 years thereto are
requested to make p: yineiic imago when I had a severe spell of sickness mediately.
Comfort s. Gi em.aw.
a. d.
1898.
April
and after that I had pains in my back off
I and on, especially if I did any heavy liftsubscriber hereby gives notice that
rpiIE
she has been
adminisA

Tin- great -st fault with our old svsIn
li.i uiiinmor «if '(Hi u n annm'imr
f lvuitbuilding lies in the fact inir
h ia
that it throws the whole responsibility urinary difficulty set in for which J doeof bn.i'i.i.g and maintaining country j tored and received some relief. Later on
roads as will as their entire eost upou when Doan’s Kidney Pills attracted my
the farmers. This is wrong, and it is i attention in the papers I got them over at
j
this wrong which the League of Amcri- ! Mr. Wiggin’s drug store.
After using
corto
can Wheelmen is
endeavoring
them the trouble was cheeked and I have
rect ty advocating the introduction < 1
not noticed any indication of a return. I
tin
aid
the state
system throughout
know of others who have been using
been
has
d
>.
It
Mat«
Unit*
frequt ntly
Doan’s Kidney Pills and who speak highly
build
we
farmers
to
charged that
expect
of them as a kidney medicine.”
f«
roads for bicycle riders and to pay
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all dealthem out of their own pockets. No bit- ers. Price 50 cents. Mailed by Fosterter reply can be made to this chargi
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
than to point out the fact that tin for the l\ S. Remember the name, Doan’s,
efforts of the League of American and take no other
Wheelmen for good roads have been
mainly directed toward the introduction
ILcgal Xoticcs.
of sueli a state aid system.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSE |{E.
The city receives direct and indinet
benefits from good roads, and, being TI^HERKAS Charles U. Russ, of Deer Isle,
in the county of Hancock, and state of
y\
thus interested in them, should coufrih
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated February
15, a. d. 1891. and recorded in the Registry of
ute to the expense of their construction.
Deeds for Hancock county, book 279. page 73,
This is simply on the broad principle conveyed to me, the undersigned, the followthat all who profit from an improve- ing described real estate, viz.:
A certain lot or parcel of land with all buildIn
ment should help to bring it about.
ings thereon, situate at (ireeu’s Landing in
most of the states the greater part of the town of Stonington (formerly Deer Isle,,
in said county, and bounded as follows: Hethe wealth is controlled in the cities, ginning at tiie highway at the northeast
and it is fair ami right that all this corner of land occupied by Char’es Fred
Eaton: thence east to land of the heirs of the
property should contribute equitably t< late Moody Thurlow; thence by said Thurmerchants, low’s land north and east to said Thurlow’s
the cost of roadbuilding
west line; thence northerly by same to the
and
manufacturers
capitalists, the road leading
to Southeast Harbor;
thence
teleinsurance,
westerly by said road to land of L. Collins;
wealthy corporations,
thence southerly and westerly to the road;
in
fact
and
railroad
companies,
phone
thence southerly by said road to land of
every class of people should contribute j Charles Fred Katou, and the bound begun at,
twelve acres, more or less, exceptof
tko
toward
building good containing
expense
ing herefrom the Chapel lot, so-called. It being the same premises conveyed to the said
roads.—Otto Dorner.
» harles
l\ Russ by Charles A. Russ and
Emma J. Russ, by their deed dated October
Sour Milk Biscuit.
18, 1892, and recorded in book 2fi8, page 501, of
Sour milk biscuits are made by rubbing said Hancock county Registry of Deeds, to
which deed and the record thereof express
one tablespoonful of shortening into a
reference is hereby made; and whereas the
quart of Hour. Add half a teaspoonful condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore,
by reason of the breach of
of salt.
Moisten half a teaspoonful of the
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
soda in two tablespoonfuls of warm | said mortgage and give this notice for that

j

1

—

duly appointed

tratrix of the estate of (Jeorge H. Howard,
late of Deer Isle, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imSusan H. Howard.
mediately.
April 5, a. d. 1898.
subscriber hereby
rpHE
she has been
1

gives

notice

that

duly appointed administra-

trix of the

of Frank H. (irimile, late
jf
the
county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imUim.A S. ( KINDLE.
mediately.
April 5, a. d. 1898.
estate
Bucksport. in

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has bee it duly appointed administrator of the estate of Calista M. Stover,
late of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, ami all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imKichakd B. Stover.
mediately.
April 5, a. d. 1898.

rpHE
he
X

E subscriber

1M1 he ofhasthebeen
trator

hereby gives notice that
duly upped.:,. 1 adminis-

estate

of

Horace

E.

Snow,

late of

Brooksville, in the county of Hancock,
•’
,/is.
deceased, and given bonds as *u*
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles E. Snow.
mediately.
April 5,* a. d. 1898.
subscriber

notice that
adminis!'.
Nason,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to prese nt
the same for settlement, and all ind. bted
thereto are requested to make payment imArno W. Kino.
mediately.
April 5, a. el. 1898.

hereby gives
T^HEhe ofhasthebeenestate*
duly appointed
of Sarah
trator

NOTICE OF
I OliF.CEOSl KE.
'\IrHKUEAS Jeremiah Mink, of Oi land, in
Ma:i e,
the county of Hancock, -d <te
▼\
by his mortgage deed, dated the <;h d.»y of
April, a. d. 1889, and recorded i.• liit Registry
of Deeds of said county, book 'i >•. page -f>o,
conveyed to me, the undersign. <!, a certain
water. Stir it into half a pint of sour
purpose.
parcel of land with the buildings thereon, sitYou may i
Dated this 8th day of April a. d. 1898.
milk. Stir this into the Hour.
uated in said Orland, on the -outb* riv -ide
Elmer P. Spofford.
have to add a little more milk, but do not
of the highway leading from Ori •«i village
to Bucksport, bounded and described as folKnead quickly, roll
add any more soda.
STATE OF MAINE.
lows, to wit:
Beginning at «t;ik*• and stones
out on a board, cut into biscuits, and
thence
bake in a quick oven for twenty minutes. 1 Xotlre of Assignee of HU Appointment. at the southerly side of said highway ;
north about bl°*vvest by said highway six rods
-Ladies' Home Journal.
At Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock and
tun...
south
to
land
of
Isaac
Partridge:
j
State of Maine, the fifth day of April. ! about 20° west ten rods by said Partridge
a. d.1898.
south about
land to stake and stones: then.
Spring humors, bolls, pimples, sores and all
undersigned hereby gives notice of i 61° east six rods to said Put; idgVs laud:
X his appointment as assignee of the thence north 29° east ten rods by said Pareruptions are promptly cured by Hood’s Sarsaestate of Kben N. Stover, of Ellsworth, tridge land to the place of beginning; and
the
Wood, in said
parilla, which thoroughly purifies
county of Hancock, insolvent debtor, whereas the condition of said mortgage has
who has been declared an insolvent upon his been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
eradicating every trace of scrofula.
own petition, by the court of insolvency for
breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a
Hood's Pills cure nausea, sick headache, bilsaid county of Hancock.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Charles W. Mason, assignee.
Nathaniel Mink.
March 29, 1898.
iousness and all liver Ills. Price 25 cents.—Advt, 1
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Extracts from letters

following item from the South
Inquirer will be read with interett

Boston

in

the deceased

something

before

passed

Milan, Italy, April 1,1S98.

Naples

about

I’ll tell you

I think

this

mach.
Mr. Hamor was prominent in political
affiirs ii the republican pariy in Ward 15
II.' had an employ
for several years.
B,a*,kstone street,
I ag"ncy at
10d
in*
i•'11 w MS : in ''i,-: ia Boston, being esw
He was prominent y
tablish* .1 :
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Cove.
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people

how

We wondered

had

ever

enough to ciimh to the top, hut
the next morning we were much surprised to see t he cnangt. In the daytime
it looks like any other mountain, only
gray smoke pours from the top. Seven l
evenings in Naples we took a walk to ** e
the tire on Vesuvius, but we never saw
it as we did that night on the t rain.
From Pompei we took a carriage drive
The road is new. following
to Sorrento.
courage

!

1'

way, and affords h
\\
ti le view of Vesuvius and the bay.
passed through the tow n of Castellainare.
the

..

all

sea coast

the

>

end to the orange
Of course we had a

In Sorrento there is

no

Iluckspnrt.

and lemon orchards.
Augusta Wales l.owell, daughter of Mr. f a t of oranges which were so juicy and
died
and Mrs. George Bradley Lowell,
h id such a tine flavor. One can buy t hree
Friday of consumption, aged twenty-one j 1 irge ones for a cent. Peas were in blosyears. The deceased was
ble young lady, popular with

all

her

ac-

>

James Sherburne Hardy, a well-known
resident, died very suddenly Saturday
of heart disease at the residence of

employed
son of Manly

Mr. ilardy was the
Mary Hardy, and was born
port sixty-two years ago.
nurse.
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The mild and the extraordinary effect will
surprise you. It stand- the highest for its
wonderful cures. If you take a medicine
At druggists',
you should take the best.
fifty cents and one dollar. You may have
a sample bottle and
pamphlet, both sent
free by mail, upon receipt of three two-cent
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